Channel Type User Guide Revision
(October, 2010)

Reasons for revision
The underlying reasons for the revision are to produce a logical demarcation of channel
types within the established process groups and a descriptive label convention.
The process groups are based on primary differences in hydrologic function, landform,
and channel morphology.
The individual channel types within a process group are determined by secondary
differentia. These secondary differences are based mainly on channel width, and/or
incision depth, gradient and channel pattern depending on process group. Channel width
is dependent on the contributing watershed or drainage area. Stream channel width is
apparent on aerial photography for the un-obscured streams and by field verification for
the micro or vegetation obscured channels.
Tertiary differentia is an additional characteristics designated by channel type phase.
These differences may or may not be apparent from resource aerial photography but are
readily observed and measured in the field. Newer remote sensing technology, such as
LIDAR, is useful for classification at this level.

Channel Type Classification Structure
Process group – primary (hydrologic function, landform, channel geometry)
-Channel type – secondary (channel size, incision depth)
-Channel type phase – tertiary (specific characteristics)
Revised channel morphology ranges:
Channel Width
Micro
Small
Moderate
Large

Less than 1.5m
1.5 to less than 10m
10 to 20 m
Greater than 20 m

Channel Gradient
Low
Moderate
High

Less than 2%
2 to 6%
Greater than 6%

Incision Depth
Low
Moderate
Deep

Less than 2 m
2 to 6 m
Greater than 6 m

Stream class, sediment, substrate, Process Group vs Montgomery and Buffington channel types.
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Stream
Class

Sediment Transport

Transitional

Sediment Storage

Large Substrate

III

Colluvium

Fine substrate

HC

Cascade

HC

II

AF

(AFM)
MM

Step-Pool

I

MC

LC

FP, PA

ES

Plane-bed
Pool-riffle

High

Moderate

Low

Gradient

Alluvial Fan Process Group
AFO – Micro Alluvial Fan Channel
Bankfull width is less than 1.5m
AFM – Moderate Gradient Alluvial Fan, currently AF1
Gradient less than or equal to 6% at the midpoint of the fan
Bankfull width equal to or greater than 1.5m, more than one channel is a characteristic, and/or
overland flow is evident
AFH – High Gradient Alluvial Cone Channel, currently AF2
Gradient greater than 6% at the midpoint of the fan
Bankfull width equal to or greater than 1.5m, more than one channel
Secondary differences are size and gradient.

Estuarine Process Group
ESO – Micro Estuarine Channel
Bankfull width less than 1.5m
ESS – Small Estuarine Channel, currently ES1,ES2, ES3
Bank full width 1.5 to less than 10m
ESM – Medium Estuarine Channel
Bank full width 10m to 20m
ESL – Large Estuarine Channel, currently ES4
Bank full width is greater than 20m
Proposed Phases for substrate differences:
ES_s
for fine (silt/sand) substrate phase (ES1 converts to ESSs)
ES_g for gravel substrate phase (ES2 converts to ESSg)
ES_c for cobble to boulder substrate phase (ES3 converts to ESSc)
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Flood Plain Process Group
FPO – Micro Flood Plain Channel, currently FP0 (FP zero)
Bank full width less than 1.5m
FPB - Foreland Uplifted Beach Channel, currently FP1
FPE - Foreland Uplifted Estuarine Channel, currently FP2
FPS – Small Flood Plain Channel, currently FP3
Bank full width 1.5 to 9.9m
FPM – Medium Flood Plain Channel, currently FP4
Bank full width 10 to 19.9m
FPL – Large Flood Plain Channel, currently FP5
Bank full width greater than or equal to 20m.
FP_z – Flood Plain X side channel phase may be used to identify FPO and FP3 streams that function as
side channels to FP4 or FP5 main stem channels. Habitat surveys of flood plain channels may lead to
mapping the side channels as separate stream arcs, which would be channel typed by size and then
hydrologic function by phase.

Glacial Outwash Process Group
GAF – Glacial Alluvial Fan Channel, currently AF8
GSC – Glacial Outwash Side Channel, currently GO1
GOS – Small Glacial Outwash Channel, new addition
Bank full width less than 20m*
GOM- Medium Glacial Outwash Channel, currently GO4
Bank full width 20 to less than 40m
GOL – Large Meandering Glacial Outwash Channel, currently GO2
Single channel: Bankfull width equal to or greater than 40m
GOB – Large Braided Glacial Outwash Channel, currently GO3
Multiple channels: overall width greater than 40m, mean = 65m.
GOC – Cirque Channel, currently GO5
GES – Glacial Outwash Estuarine Channel, currently ES8
* Channel width ranges are higher for this process group as glacial systems tend to be larger than the nonglacial island watersheds.
Secondary differences are size and channel pattern.
Glacial estuary, alluvial fan and high gradient are moved from their original process groups as the glacial
flow regime is dominant.

.
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High Gradient Contained Process Group
HCO – Micro High Gradient Contained Channel, currently HC0
Bank full width less than or equal to 1.5m
Volcanic ash phase usually associated with deep incision, or add an ‘i’ to phase codes, for
moderate to deep incision
HCL – High Gradient Low Incision Channel, currently HC1 and HC2
Incision less than 2m
Channel width greater than 1.5m
HCLw- Sloping wetland or forested wetland phase, replaces HC1.
HCM – High Gradient Moderate Incision Channel, new channel though some current
HC5 and HC6 channels may be reclassified as HCM based on field reconnaissance.
Incision 2 to 6m
HCD – High Gradient Deep Incision Channel, currently HC4, HC6, HC9
Incision greater than 6m
HCDw replaces the HC4, , HCDi replaces HC9
HCV – High Gradient Upper Valley Channel, currently HC3
Valley bottom location, incision variable
HCVi replaces HC8
Secondary differences based on revised incision depth ranges:.
 Low incision - 0 to less than 2m,
 Moderate Incision - equal to or greater than 2m to 6m
 Deep Incision - greater than 6m.
New phase (HC_w) is proposed to describe for sloping wetland location of HC channels.

Low Gradient Contained Process Group
Currently Large Contained Process Group
LCO – Micro Low Gradient Contained Channel
Bank full width less than 1.5m
LCS – Small Low Gradient Contained Channel, new channel
Bank full width 1.5 to less than 10m
LCM – Medium Low Gradient Contained Channel, currently LC1
Bank full width 10 to less than 20m
LCL – Large Low Gradient Contained Channel, new
Bank full width equal to or greater than 20m
LC_k Karst streams within this Process Group, designated at phase level
Note. LC2 is currently described as Moderate Gradient Contained Narrow Valley Channel, streams labeled
as such would be re-defined as MCL channels.

Moderate Gradient Contained Process Group
MCO – Micro Moderate Gradient Contained Channel
Bank full width less than 1.5m
MCS – Small Moderate Gradient Contained Channel, currently MC1
Bank full width 1.5 to less than 10m
MCM – Medium Moderate Gradient Contained Channel, currently MC2 and MC3
Bank full width 10m to less than 20m
MCL – Large Moderate Gradient Contained Channel, currently LC2
Bank full width equal to greater than 20m
MC_k Karst streams within this Process Group, designated at phase level
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Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Process Group
MMO – Micro Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Channel
Bank full width less than 1.5m
MMS – Small Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Channel, currently MM1
Bank full width 1.5 to less than 10m
MMM – Medium Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Channel, currently MM2
Bank full width 10m to less than 20m
MML – Large Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Channel, new channel
Bank full width equal to greater than 20m
MM_k Karst streams within this Process Group, designated at phase level.

Palustrine Process Group
PAO – Micro Palustrine Channel
Bank full width less than 1.5m
PAS – Small Palustrine Channel, currently PA1
Bankfull width 1.5 to less than 10m
PAM – Medium Palustrine Channel, currently PA2
Bank full width 10 to less than 20m
PAL – Large Palustrine Channel, new addition
Bank full width equal to or greater than 20mer
PAH - Backwater or Groundwater Fed Slough, currently PA3
PAG – Backwater glacial Side channel, currently PA4
PAB – Beaver Dam/Pond Channel, currently PA5
Bank full width variable

***Karst Process Group***
Karst streams will be added as a phase designation under the LC, MC and MM process
group. These are the most likely process groups associated with karst lithology.
In the GIS streams layer karst channels have been delineated where insurgent and
resurgent streams connections have been verified.
Special Channel Labels
UC- Unverified connector ,used for connecting field verified stream segment to the
mains stem channel, normally a straight line arc in the GIS layer.
UI – Unverifiec intertidal connector, also a straight line segment to connect know stream
segment to the shoreline or mainstem estuary channel.
NSC- No surface connection, straight line segment used to depict subsurface
groundwater flow between a know AFH channel and the nearest downslope stream
segment, stream class is ‘0’.
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Cross Reference Table.
Current Label
AF0
AF1
AF2
----ES1
ES2
ES3
--ES4
FP0
FP1
FP2
FP3
FP4
FP5
AF8
ES5
GO1
GO2
GO3
GO4
GO5
--HC0
HC1
HC2
HC3
HC4
HC5
HC6
HC8
HC9
LC1
LC2
----MC1
MC2
MC3
MM0
MM1
MM2
--PA0
PA1
PA2
PA3
PA4
PA5
---

Revision Label
AFO
AFM
AFH
ESO
ESS
ESSs
ESSg
ESSc
ESM
ESL
FPO
FPB
FPE
FPS
FPM
FPL
GAF
GES
GSC
GOL
GOB
GOM
GOC
GOS
HCO
HCLw
HCL
HCV
HCDw
HCM
HCD
HCVi,
HCDi
LCM
MCL
LCS
LCL
MCS
MCM
MCMr
MMO
MMS
MMM
MML
PAO
PAS
PAM
PAH
PAG
PAB
PAL

Channel Description
Micro Alluvial Fan
Moderate Gradient Alluvial Fan
High Gradient Alluvial Cone
Micro Estuarine
Small Estuarine
Small Estuarine, silt/sand substrate phase
Small Estuarine, gravel substrate phase
Small Estuarine, cobble to boulder substrate phase
Medium Estuarine + (substrate phases)
Large Estuarine + (substrate phases)
Micro Flood Plain
Foreland Uplifted Beach
Foreland Uplifted Estuarine
Small Flood Plain
Medium Flood Plain
Large Flood Plain
Glacial Alluvial Fan
Glacial Estuarine
Glacial Outwash Side Channel (previously GOI)
Large Meandering Glacial Outwash
Large Braided Glacial Outwash
Medium Glacial Outwash
Cirque Channel
Small Glacial Outwash
Micro High Gradient Contained
High Gradient Low Incision, wetland phase
High Gradient Low Incision
High Gradient Upper Valley
High Gradient Deep Incision, wetland phase
High Gradient Moderate Incision
High Gradient Deep Incision
HCV glacial phase
HCD glacial phase
Medium Low Gradient Contained
Large Moderate Gradient Contained (PG change)
Small Low Gradient Contained
Large Low Gradient Contained
Small Moderate Gradient Contained
Medium Moderate Gradient Contained
Medium Moderate Gradient Contained, bedrock gorge
Micro Moderate Gradient Mixed Control
Small Moderate Gradient Mixed Control
Medium Moderate Gradient Mixed Control
Large Moderate Gradient Mixed Control
Micro Palustrine
Small Palustrine
Medium Palustrine
Backwater/Ground Water Fed Slough
Backwater Glacial Slough
Beaver Dam/Pond
Large Palustrine
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Example of current mapping.
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Example of proposed codes.
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Channel Type Phases
Current
Phase
label
a
b
d

Current Phase
Description
Volcanic ash
Bedrock influence
Sand dune

New
Phase
label
a
b
c
d
e

f
g

Foreland forest
riparian vegetation
Glide phase

s

Shrub riparian
vegetation

h

l

Large substrate

k
i
c or b

m

Muskeg

r

Moraine

f
l
g

w

o
p
r
s

v

Scrub forest
riparian vegetation
(Sitka alder, shore
pine)

v
z

New Phase
description
Volcanic Ash
Boulder substrate
Cobble substrate
Sand dune
Entrenched
channel
Foreland forest
riparian
vegetation
Glide Phase
Gravel substrate
Shrub, non-forest
riparian
vegetation
(willow/alder)
Karst geology
Debris flow
Wetland or
forested wetland

Moraine
Beaver dam
complex
Bedrock/gorge
Silt/sand substrate
Scrub forest
riparian
vegetation (Sitka
alder, shore pine)
Side channel

Most
Applicable
PG
FP, HC
ES, FP
ES, FP
ES

Most Likely
Location
Kruzof

Yakutat

AF

FP
LC
ES, FP

Yakutat

FP

mainland
POW, karst
LC,MC,MM lithology
HC
HC, MM,
MC, FP

LC

Glacial
moraine
deposits

FP
MC
ES, FP

PA
FP
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Channel Type Description Amendments
AFM – Moderate Gradient Alluvial Fan
Entrenched Phase: The bedload deposition process that produces the alluvial fan
landform may be episodic rather than a constant rate of delivery. The upstream supply
source may lie dormant for years before a mass wasting event provides material for
transport. “Older’ alluvial fans may be in a dormant bedload delivery state allowing the
stream to downcut through the deposited material. This channel entrenchment is not
apparent from remote sensing. Field observation is needed to establish this entrenchment
(e) phase of the AF channel type.

Typical AFM X-section profile
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HCV – High Gradient Upper Valley Channel
The landscape position is the distinguishing differentia. This channel is positioned in the
upper valley bottom immediately below the headwater HC channels. The two examples
of channel type mapping illustrate the typical position in the stream channel network.
Below is a simple line diagram of the typical HCV position.

HCL

HCV
HCL
MMM
FPM
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Flood Plain Channels and Beaver Dam Complex
Beavers can have a dramatic effect on morphology of flood plain channels. Beaver dam
inclusions on gravel bed flood plain channels may be too short of length to depict as a separate
channel type i.e. PAB. A riffle/pool sequence may exist immediately upstream and below the
beaver dam. These dams are easily ruptured by high flow events once abandoned and no longer
actively maintained by beavers. After the dam ruptures a layer of fine sediment may remain on
the adjacent flood plain.
These dams are temporary and may not be apparent on aerial photos and orthophotos due to
obscuring canopy or post dating the photography.
Proposed mapping label: FPXp.
The flood plain is the dominant channel type, and the beaver dams are temporary aberrations.
Depending on project needs depicting these dams as separate channel types in the project stream
layer is an option. In the corporate stream layer the FPXp label would be used. National wetland
mapping and the soils layer may also be useful in identifying these complex channels.

Figure 1. Beaver dam on FPS (FP3) , note gravel bed below dam, wetland vegetation upstream
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Figure 2. View from further downstream, forested riparian vegetation, riffle section.

Figure 3. FP channel above beaver dam, coarse gravel substrate.
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High Gradient Contained Process Group
Alluvial Fan Process Group

HCV
HCL

AFH

HCD

HCM

AFM

Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Process
Group

GOC
HCL

R10 Channel Type Distribution
For a Typical SE Alaska Watershed
HCV

Revised February 2010
AFH

HCV
MMM

MMM

MML

HCV
LCM

Glacial Cirque Channel

MMM
MCL

Moderate Gradient Contained Process Group

LCM

HCD

HCOs
FPM
AFM
PA’s

FPL

GOC

ESL

MCL

MCM
PA’s

Glacial Outwash Process Group

Low Gradient Contained Process Group

LCM

Stream
Class

Sediment Transport

Transitional

Large Substrate

Estuarine Process Group

LCL

Sediment Storage

Landform Codes:
20s — Alpine slopes
30s — Mountian slopes
52 — Alluvial Fan
53 — Flood Plain
60s — Hillslopes
70s — Estuary

Fine substrate

Palustrine Process Group
Flood Plain Process Group

III

Colluvium

HC

Cascade

HC

II

AF
Step-Pool

I

(AFM)
F
MM

Plane-bed

FPL
FPM

MC

High

Moderate
Gradient

LC

FP, PA
Pool-riffle

Low

ES

PG

HC

Isometric LandForm

Gradient

Function

M&B type
Colluvial

> 6%

Sediment
Transport

Cascade
Bedrock

AF

MC

MM

Variable
(>6% @
midpoint)

Moderate
Transport,
AFM has
Retention
From
LWD.

2 to 6%

Sediment
transport
and
temporary
retention

2 to 6%

Moderate
sediment
retention

Cascade

Step-pool
Forced Step-pool
Bedrock
Step-pool

Plane Bed
Forced Pool-Riffle

FP

<2%

Sediment
retention

Pool-riffle
Forced Pool-Riffle

M&B Longitudinal Profile/Planform

PG

ES

Isometric LandForm

Gradient

<2%

Function

Sediment
Retention

M&B type
Pool-riffle
Braided

PA

<2%

Sediment
retention

Dune-ripple

Bedrock
Pool-riffle
LC

< 2%

Moderate
Sediment
retention

Forced Pool-Riffle
Plane Bed

GO

< 2%

Sediment
transport,
heavy
glacial silt

Braided

M&B Longitudinal Profile/Planform

Alluvial Fan Process Group
The alluvial fan channels are variable
gradient streams strongly influenced by
colluvial and alluvial sediment
deposition. AF channels are located on
footslope landforms in the transition area
between valley floodplains and steep
mountainslopes and are preceded by
High Gradient Contained channels.
These coarse material deposits are
formed by the rapid change in transport
capacity as the high energy
mountainslope streams spill onto the
valley floor. Drainage channels change
course frequently resulting in a multibranched stream network across the fan
landform. Riparian area reflects the shape
of the landform, narrow at the apex and
boarder at the bottom where the fan
spreads out.

AFM

Moderate Gradient Alluvial Fan Channel
Map Symbol: AFM
The AFM is exclusively associated with the alluvial fan landform, which is situated
between steep mountainslopes or hillslopes and flat valley bottoms or lowlands. AFM
streams lie adjacent to and merge with low gradient flood plain streams. The alluvial fan
landform is normally convex in cross-section profile, with steep gradient at the apex,
moderate gradient through the middle section and low gradient at the bottom. The AFM
channel may be a poorly contained single thread or multi-branched due to large woody
debris diversions. The alluvial fan landform is somewhat of a misnomer as the relative
steepness is better described as an alluvial cone. A combination of alluvial and colluvial
process acting on the High Gradient channels that precede alluvial fan may also account
for the deposition of material that forms the fan. Debris torrents are debris avalanches or
debris flows that reach steep gullies (i.e. HC channels), during high flow periods involve
the rapid movement of large volumes of water-charged soil, rock and debris (Chatwin et
al, 1991). These singular episodic events may form the alluvial fan which is further
enhanced by more alluvial deposition of sediment from the HC channels.
Alluvial Fan vs Alluvial Cone Terminology
To be geomorphically correct, the alluvial fan as described above is technically an
„alluvial cone‟. An alluvial fan is defined as: a low fan-shaped accumulation of sediment,
deposited by a river when its gradient is suddenly diminished on entering a plain or open
valley bottom. An alluvial cone is defined as: the material deposited by water at a place
where a mountain stream debouches on a plain, it has steep slopes and has finer material
than that in a debris cone but coarser than that in an alluvial fan (Glossary of Hydrology,
Lo, 1992). Since the Region 10 Landform Guide 1996 uses the term „alluvial fan‟ it has
been the accepted name for this landform in the region. To distinguish the Alluvial Fan
from the Alluvial Cone in the R10 Channel Type system, the Alluvial Fan is of moderate
gradient (ranges from 1 to 6 % over the longitudinal profile), the Alluvial Cone is of
much steeper gradients (may exceed 25 %, over the longitudinal profile) and gravitational
processes may be co-dominant.
Typical landscape position
of an AFM channel, on an
alluvial fan landform,
transition slope between
mountainslope and valley
bottom. Deep incision HC
channel precedes the
multi-branched AFM,
which connects to a Large
Floodplain channel below.

Typcial alluvial fan with recent
deposition, multiple channels,
bare cobble and gravel substrate.

Large woody debris can form
pools and create flow diversions
leading to the multi-branch flow
pattern.

The alluvial fan landform
supports a Sitka
Spruce/Devil‟s Club plant
association, seen here
during summer low flow.

Channel Characteristics:
Stream gradient: variable, increasing gradient between bottom and top of fan, range from
1 – 6 %, mean = 4%.
Incision depth: less than 2 meters (6.5 ft), mean = 1 meter (3.3 ft)
Bankfull width: variable, main flow channel < 20 meters (66 ft), mean = 6 meters (21 ft.)
Dominant substrate: fine gravel to large cobble
Stream bank composition: Alluvium
Sideslope length and angle: N/A, convex horizontal shape to the alluvial fan landform
Channel pattern: Single to multiple channels spread across the alluvial fan
Drainage Basin area: less than 5.2 km2 (2 mi2)

Cross Section of an alluvial fan and a single channel AFM.

Riparian Vegetaion: the dominant riparian plant community is the Sitka Spruce series,
with Sitka Spruce/blueberry and Sitka Spruce/blueberry-Devil‟s club being the most
common plant associations. Salmonberry and red alder shrubs dominate the non-forest
riparian plant associations.
Plant Association Series
Sitka Spruce
Western Hemlock
Non-forest
Western Hemlock-Red cedar
Mixed conifer

% cover
68%
15%
8%
6%
2%

Channel type phases:
AFMe – Moderate Gradient Alluvial Fan Entrenched Phase
AFMe X-section profile
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Entrenched Phase: The bedload deposition process that produces the alluvial fan
landform may be episodic rather than a constant rate of delivery. The upstream supply
source may lie dormant for years before a mass wasting event provides material for
transport. “Older‟ alluvial fans may be in a dormant bedload delivery state allowing the
stream to downcut through the deposited material. This channel entrenchment is not
apparent from remote sensing. Field observation is needed to establish this entrenchment
(e) phase of the AF channel type
An active fan will have a multi-branched stream network of poorly contained
streams that frequently change course over the landform in response to sediment
and debris deposited at the top of the fan from a high energy mountain slope
stream. In the office, aerial photos, digital elevation models, and other available
tools (such as LIDAR) may help identify discrete fan landforms (at finer
resolution than the entire footslope soil map unit polygon).







Field assessment should include the following, generally beginning at the top of
the fan and working downstream:
Is the contributing high gradient stream loaded with sediment and debris?
Is there an obvious sediment/debris deposit at the top of the fan that directs (or
could easily divert) flow into multiple channels?
Is there more than one active channel?
Are the channels poorly contained (as opposed to entrenched) across the majority
of the landform?
Do the channels contain mobile bedload and debris (as opposed to containing
well established shrubs and trees)?
-Julianne Thompson, Hydrologist, 3 July 2008, Checkerboard.doc, internal
document

Downcutting through
the alluvial deposits,
arrow indicates former
stream bed elevation,
Step-pool morphology
has developed.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic function: AFM channels are transitional streams situated between High
Gradient Contained channels and low gradient valley bottom Flood Plain channels. This
is a complex stream system with a wide range of sediment erosion, transport, and
depositional processes. Bank erosion, outwash sediment deposition, and lateral channels
are common dynamic processes. Sediment transport occurs in the high and moderate
gradient reaches of alluvial fan channels, leaving a substrate composed of larger cobble
size materials. Extensive fine gravel deposits are common on the lower reaches of the
AFM streams adjacent to the valley bottom flood plain channels.

Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large woody debris…………..12,000 ft3 per 1000 linear feet of stream channel
Available spawning area……...Average = 7% for 14 sites
Available rearing area………...Average = 15% for 14 sites
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Coho
Moderate
Pink
Moderate
Chum
Moderate
Sockeye
Moderate
Chinook
Negligible
Dolly Varden Moderate
Steelhead
Low

AFM channels are frequently accessible to
anadromous species. The available rearing
habitat is good, especially where the AFM
streams join mainstem channels in the lower
reaches of a watershed. Coho and Dolly
Varden use the pools (17% of active water,
mean depth of 0.27 meters, 0.9 ft) commonly
associated with large woody debris
accumulations. Over-wintering habitat is
provided in these pools and along low gradient channel segments near the base of the
alluvial fan where upwelling groundwater moderates water temperature and inhibits ice
formation. Spawning areas located in the lower gradient, downstream portions of AFM
channels are moderately used by most species of anadromous salmon and Dolly Varden.
When located next to accessible lakes, these channels provide good spawning habitat for
sockeye salmon.
ARA
Moderate
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Moderate
Low

Riparian Management Considerations
Large woody accumulations play a significant role
in the morphology and function of AFM channels.
These stream segments have high large woody
debris volumes, due to productive spruce stands
that are typically associated with alluvial fan
landforms. This large woody debris functions as a
trap fro bedload sediment s and often forms log
steps that contribute significantly to the

Management concern for:
Large Wood
Sediment retention
Stream bank sensitivity
Sideslope sensitivity
Flood Plain protection need
Culvert fish passage

High
High
High
N/A
High
High

development of pools that provide rearing habitat for fish. Maintenance of large woody
debris sources is an important management objective (BMP 12.6).
Stream banks are naturally unstable due to fine textured alluvial bank materials. Sediment
retention is high in some stream segments. Active bedload deposition and channel
aggradation result in the formation of numerous side channels. Two or more main flow
channels with extensive braided outwash deposits are common on the more active
alluvial fans. Erosion control and stream bank protection should be emphasized for these
streams (BMPs 12.7, 13.11-13.14, 13.16).
The floodplain soils consist of shallow organic mats that are very sensitive to physical
disturbance (BMP 13.8). Alder and salmonberry quickly colonize the sensitive alluvial
soils, making conifer re-colonization difficult.
Riparian Management Area (RMA) Adjustment*
The Forest Plan requires RMA (Riparian Management Area) delineation for ground
disturbing projects (USFS 2008, page 4-50 to 54). The GIS-generated RMA (a TNFLIB
layer) is a first step at identifying the RMA, which may be adjusted at the project scale.
This is an appropriate “red flag” in the initial project planning stages. Alluvial fans are
landforms that often exhibit multi-branched stream channels that require special
consideration to maintain stability and connectivity to fish-bearing streams. Where the
alluvial fan landform, represented by soil map units, comprises part of the RMA, the
polygon(s):
a) may be considered unsuitable and excluded from timber harvest, or
b) may be considered for timber harvest following Alluvial Fan Process Group
standards and guidelines (USFS 2008, page D-8), which will require identification
of “active” portions of the alluvial fan landform.
The process is analogous to that used for slopes exceeding 72 percent: a Line Officer
may approve harvest based on documented onsite analysis of stability and assessment of
downstream risks (USFS 2008, page 4-65).
If upon field review the following characteristics are present:
 There is no major deposit of sediment or debris at the transition zone between the
high gradient reach (HC) and the fan
 There is only one active channel
 The channel is entrenched into the landform (AFMe)
Since there is only one channel on the fan, it is relatively stable, and indicators of an
active fan are absent, the majority of the fan is not active. Therefore, the RMA should be
based on the stream (not the landform). The buffer would taper from a sideslope buffer
on the HC reach to a 140 foot buffer on the AFMe.
(* Julianne Thompson, Hydrologist, Tongass National Forest, from an internal memo,
July 3, 2008).

Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport fish potential………………Low
Enhancement opportunities…….. Large wood placement
Large wood placement can be used effectively to increase availability of pool rearing
habitat in stable AFM stream reaches. However, given the general instability of these
channels, destabilizing the channels must be considered and avoided.
Road crossings on alluvial fans.
Culverts should be avoided at low gradient channels segments along the base of alluvial
fans (BMP 14.2, 14.14) as they may restrict upstream migration of juvenile salmonids
(BMP 14.17). Culverts are also very susceptible to clogging by bedload sediment and
woody debris. An accelerated maintenance schedule (BMP 14.20) and special measures
to stabilize road drainage structures should be incorporated in road crossing structure
design and in the development of road management objective (BMP 14.1). Bridge
structures at the fan apex are generally the most suitable stream crossing option for AFM
channels.
AFM channels are classified as Stream Class I. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest
buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).

High Gradient Alluvial Cone Channel
Map Symbol: AFH
Geomorphic setting: The AFH flows over the steep alluvial cone landform as described
previously. Typically the alluvial cone landform is situated in steep sided v-shaped
valleys. HC channeltypes directly precede AFH channels. A single channel or a multibranched network flows uncontained over the alluvial cone. These channels and the
alluvial cone landform are often subject to frequent snow avalanche events and debris
torrents. Gradients can exceed 25%.

AFH

Typical AF2
location in a headwater
valley, associated
channel types are the
HCD and the HCV.

HC
Alluvial Cone/Snow Avalanche channel.
The HC channel above subject to snow
avalanche events, alluvial cone landform
vegetation dominated by disturbance species
common on avalance slopes.

AFH

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
communities are dominantly Sitka Spruce
series, with Western Hemlock series and the
non-forested communities also common. Red
alder, salmonberry and Sitka alder shrubs
dominate the non-forested riparian
communities. Often the non-forested plant
communities dominant where snow
avalanching is a common process.

Plant Association Series
Sitka Spruce
Western Hemlock
Non-forest
Mountain Hemlock
Western Hemlock-Red cedar
Mixed conifer

% cover
43%
24%
19%
4%
4%
4%

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: AFH channels function in a transitional capacity for the steep,
sediment transport oriented channels upstream and the lower gradient, valley bottom
channel downstream. These streams flow over and actively rework the deposited material
that has formed the alluvial cone landform. AFH channels act as rapid transport systems
for material smaller than small cobbles. Small accumulations of fine sediment may be
stored in pools associated with large boulders. Large woody debris plays a critical role in
the stability of the banks and channels. Snow avalanche and debris flow processes also
affect AFH stream courses.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
ARA
Due to high stream flow velocities, AFH
Coho
Low
Low
channels are only occasionally accessible to
Pink
Negligible Negligible
anadromous fish species. When accessible, it
Chum
Negligible Negligible
is at the downstream end, usually adjacent to
Sockeye
Low
Negligible
FPM and FPL channels, where the gradient is
Chinook
Negligible Negligible
low enough to allow AFH habitat to be used.
Dolly Varden Low
Moderate
AFH channels contain low amounts of
Steelhead
Negligible Negligible
spawning and rearing habitat. Being located
at the sediment t/water sources areas of watersheds, AFH channels typically influence
downstream fish habitat productivity.
Riparian Management Considerations
Large woody debris has moderate influence
Management concern for:
on many AFH channel types. Except for
Large Wood
Moderate
segments located below snow avalanche
Sediment retention
Moderate
tracts, which contain shrub cover and minor
Stream bank sensitivity
High
debris loading, the large woody debris is
Sideslope sensitivity
N/A
integral in retarding downstream sediment
Flood Plain protection need High
transport. Sediment retention is moderate,
Culvert fish passage
Low
consisting of coarse to cobble sized bedload
sediments.
Protection of sensitive alluvial soils should be emphasized (BMP 13.5)
AFH stream banks form on alluvium, therefore, they are naturally sensitive (BMPs12.6,
13.16)
Channel shifts are easily precipitated by log jams, removal of riparian vegetation, debris
deposits from upstream mass wasting, and snow avalanche activity. Multiple channels are
common below the apex of alluvial cone landforms. Location and design of stream
crossing structures are primary riparian management concerns for AFH streams (BMPs
14.1, 14.2, 14.17). The most stable road crossing sites are generally located near the apex
of the alluvial cone landform. Culvert structures have a high risk of being clogged by
bedload and woody debris on AFH channel segments. Road maintenance and measures
to stabilize road drainage structures should be emphasized for these streams (BMP 14.20)

AFHs are classified as Stream Class II channels if there is a continuous channel
connection to valley bottom streams. If so, a minimum 100 foot buffer is often required
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). If there is no
continuous stream channel, as in the instance where the surface flow submerges into the
porous deposition material, then the stream class would be Class IV. In the case where
surface flow dissipates, snow avalanche or debris flows may be dominant. Lack of
discernible continuous channel, presence of large clast angular material, and steep
gradient are the primary characteristics that indicate colluvial processes are paramount.
Use of recent aerial photography, Lidar imagery, or digital elevation models will help
identify and distinguish the Alluvial Fan from the Alluvial Cone. Only a field
investigation can determine if connectivity exists.
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential……………….Low
Enhancement Opportunities ………N/A
______________________________________________________________________
Example of bedload deposition at a culvert for a road situated at the mid-section of an
alluvial cone/snow avalanche channel.
Year of
installation, trench
was excavated below
culvert.

After first year, culvert
almost filled up.

After second year,
culvert and trench completely
filled.

Micro Alluvial Fan Channel
Map Symbol: AFO
Micro-size alluvial fan channel. Channel width is 0.3 to 1.5 meters (1 to 5 ft). Most often
these will be secondary channels diverted from the main alluvial fan channel (AFM).
However they may flow over small alluvial fans associated with micro high gradient
channels. Whether or not to map and digitize these as separate distinct channels will
depend on fish habitat, associated streams and project needs.

Estuarine Process Group

The estuarine process group includes intertidal streams that are directly influenced by
tidal inundation. Stream stage fluctuation, channel morphology, sediment t transport, and
water chemistry are influenced to some degree by saltwater inundation in estuary stream
segments. Estuarine saltwater marshes, meadows, mudflats and gravel deltas are
depositional environments associated with estuarine channels. The riparian area
encompasses the entire estuarine wetland system.
Channel type
Micro Estuarine channel
Small Estuarine Channel
Medium Estuarine Channel
Large Estuarine Channel

Label Former label
ESO
ES1, ES2, ES3
ESS
ESM
ESL ES4

Channel type Phases distinguish substrate material:
 f = fine substrate
 g = gravel substrate
 c= cobble to boulder substrate
 d = sand dune association
ESSf formerly labeled an ES1, ESSg formerly labeled an ES2, ESSc formerly labeled an
ES3.

ESO - Micro Estuarine Channel
Stream Class:
I or II
Stream Gradient:
<1%
Incision Depth:
<1m
Bankfull Width:
0.3 to 2 m
Bankfull Depth:
0.5m or less
Width/Depth Ratio:
no data
Dominant Substrate:
Silt to coarse gravel.
Stream Bank Composition: Silt Sand to coarse gravel.
Sideslope Length/Angle:
not significant
Associated Landform:
53, 61, 62
Riparian Vegetation:
salt water tolerant grasses, non-forest
Fish Habitat:
anadromous spawning habitat
These micro channels are commonly tributaries to the larger estuarine channels. They
provide connection between the main estuary channel and micro-channels draining the
adjacent mountain or valley side slopes.

No photo available

ESS- Small Estuarine Channel

Geographic setting: ESS
channels occur exclusively
within estuary landforms,
usually draining small to
moderate sized watersheds, that
are found along the outer
coastal areas.

Formerly labeled:
ES1, ES2 and ES3.

Typical Cross- section profile.

Channel structure:
Stream Class:
I or II
Stream gradient:
≤ 1%
Bankfull width:
1.5 to 9.9 m
Incision depth:
<3m
Stream bank composition:
sand to gravel
Dominant substrate:
silt, sand, gravel
Sideslope length and angle: not significant features
Channel pattern:
single, sinuous
Drainage basin size:
1-2 mi2, usually < 5 mi2.

Plant Association Series % Cover
Non-forest
48
Western Hemlock
15
W.Hemlock-Red Cedar
13
Sitka Spruce
12

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
community is dominated by non-forested plant
communities. The Western Hemlock/blueberry
plant associations are also significant, Nonforested plant communities consist of estuarine
forbs and grasses.

ESS channel Type Phases:
 ESSf – Fine Substrate Phase
 ESSg – Gravel Substrate Phase
 ESSc - Cobble Substrate Phase
 ESSd - Sand Dune Phase, incised beach or sand dune channels found in coastal
foreland areas.
Estuarine channels can be differentiated at the tertiary level by substrate composition.
Small steep coastal watersheds may produce larger substrate estuarine channels.

Example of a ESSg.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: ESS streams are predominantly depositional channels. Stream
energy is very low. Substrate material consists of silt, gavel and sand. Bank erosion is
influenced more by ocean erosion processes than by stream discharge events.
Aquatic Habitat Capability:
Large wood
< 500 ft3 /1000 linear ft
Available Spawning area (ASA) Insufficient data
Available Rearing area (ARA)
Insufficient data

Management Indcator Species Ratings
Coho

Pink

Chum

Sockeye

Chinook

Dolly Varden

Steelhead

ASA

ARA

ASA

ARA

ASA

ARA

ASA

ARA

ASA

ARA

ASA

ARA

ASA

ARA

ESSf

N

H

N

N

N

L

N

L

N

N

N

N

N

N

ESSg

H

H

H

H

H

L

N

N

N

N

M

M

N

N

ESSc

M

L

L

L

L

L

N

N

N

N

M

M

N

N

CT

H= High, L = Low, N= Negligible.

These channels are accessible to anadromous species. Spawning area is high and is
limited by fine sediment content. Pink and chum salmon frequently, and Dolly Varden
char occasionally, spawn in ESS channels. Juvenile coho salmon and Dolly Varden char
will move into ESS channels from upstream reaches during summer and will rear until
fall. Pink and chum salmon fry may also temporarily in habit the ESS channel before
migrating seaward. Over-wintering habitat is minimal (mean pool depth is 0.02 meters,
0.6 ft).
Riparian Management: The
Management concern for:
ESSf/g
ESSc
ESS channel type is associated
Large wood
Low
Low
with low relief coastal
Sediment retention
High
Moderate
landforms, therefore, sediment
Stream bank stability
High
Moderate
retention is rated high.
Sideslope sensitivity
N/A
N/A
Stream banks are composed of
Flood plain protection need Moderate Moderate
sand and fine gravel, therefore
Culvert fish passage
Moderate High
highly sensitive to erosion.
Beach erosion processes often have a dominant influence on these outer coastal estuarine
streams. Stream channel protection (BMP 13.16), construction in riparian areas (BMP
14.14), and bridge/culvert design (BMP 14.17) should be emphasized.
Culvert installations in the upland segments of ESS channels should be designed to
provide unrestricted passage for juvenile salmonids (BMP 14.17)
Stream Class: These are classified as Stream Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot
timber harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber

Reform Act, 1991). Control of in-channel operations is an important riparian
management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14).
ESSc concerns:
Sediment retention in the large substrate ESSc channel is moderate. These channels are
found on estuaries often downstream of streams making a rapid transition from high
energy mountainslopes to the lower gradient estuary. Fine sediments are readily flushed
from the ESSc during flood or storm events. Stream banks are composed of coarse gravel
or cobble size alluvium, therefore only moderately susceptible to stream bank erosion.
Fish habitat is limited due to higher energy streamflows and beach erosion rates. It is
important to consider upstream anadromous fish migration in these channels (BMP 14.4,
14.17).

ESM – Moderate Width Estuarine Channel

Channel characteristics
Stream Class:
Bankfull width:
Incision depth:
Dominant substrate:
Stream bank composition:
Sideslope length and angle:
Channel pattern:
Drainage basin area:

I or II
10 to 20m
< 2m (6.5 ft)
Gravel, also silt, sand and cobbles
alluvium
not significant
single to multiple, normally single at the apex of the delta,
with channel branching at the seaward terminus
12 – 40 km2 (5-15 mi2)

Riparian Vegetation: The ESM non-forest
riparian plant communities are dominated by
grass and sedge communities. The Sitka Spruce
series and the Western Hemlock series are also
significant beach fringe communities.

Plant Association Series % Cover
Non-forest
59
Sitka Spruce
23
Western Hemlock
14

ESM Phases
 ESMf – Fine Substrate Phase
 ESMg – Gravel Substrate Phase
 ESMc - Cobble Substrate Phase
 ESMd - Sand Dune Phase, incised beach or sand dune channels found in coastal
foreland areas.

Typical ESM cross-section profile
Wbf-bankfull width = 12m
(40 ft)

Management Considerations
Hydrologic function: ESMs are depositional channels subject to tidal influences. Stream
energy is low due to width and low gradient. Gravel and sand bars tend to be stable bed
features, except during extreme flow events. Large wood can significantly influence
channel structure as pool forming features.
Aquatic Habitat Capability:
These channels are always accessible to
anadromous species. Generally, gravel
substrate provides spawning area. Spawning
pink and chum salmon will frequent ESM
channels in high densities. Although pool
development is minimal, rearing coho salmon
will move downstream from the mainstem in
the summer to rear here. Pink and chum
salmon fry may temporarily remain in the ESM
system prior to moving seaward.

Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
ARA
Coho
High
Low
Pink
High
High
Chum
High
High
Sockeye
Negligible Negligible
Chinook
Negligible Negligible
Steelhead
Negligible Negligible
Dolly Varden Moderate Moderate

Riparian Management: Sediment
Moderate deposition is a dominant process in estuarine
deltas, therefore, sediment retention in ESM
High
channels is high. These channels are very
High
sensitive to intrusion of fine sediments into
N/A
spawning beds. The effect of cumulative
High
sediment impacts from upstream watershed
N/A
disturbance is a major management concern.
Erosion control (BMPs 13.11), control of road drainage (BMP 14.9), and road
maintenance (BMPs 14.20) are mitigation measures that should be emphasized in areas
near these streams.
Stream bank sensitivity is high due to high amounts of fine unconsolidated alluvium in
ESM stream banks. Bank erosion can be significant source of sediment in these
Management concern for:
Large wood
Sediment retention
Stream bank stability
Sideslope sensitivity
Flood plain protection need
Culvert fish passage

channels. Channel protection (BMP 13.16) and bridge design and implementation (BMP
14.17) should be emphasized.
Protection of estuarine wetland and flood plain habitat (BMPs 12.4, 12.6) is an important
management consideration for ESM channels and associated riparian areas. These
intertidal wetlands provide extremely important habitat for waterfowl, furbearers and a
wide variety of aquatic species.
Stream Class: These are classified as Stream Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot
timber harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber
Reform Act, 1991). Control of in-channel operations is an important riparian
management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14).
Riparian Management Opportunities:
Sport Fish Potential………….High
Enhancement Opportunities….Large wood placement
ESM channel segments have excellent sport fishing opportunities. Foot access is good
from the beach and also from small boats at high tide. Primary species of interest are
Dolly Varden char, coho and pink salmon.
Large wood fish enhancement projects may be options in ESM and ESL channels. These
structures can be used to improve cover and available pool habitat for adult spawners and
rearing juvenile fish. Structures must be designed and anchored to withstand extreme
tides.

ESL - Large Estuarine Channel
(formerly ES4)

Channel Characteristics
Stream Class:
Bankfull width:
Stream gradient:
Incision depth:
Stream bank composition:
Sideslope length and angle:
Channel pattern:
Basin area:

I
> 20 m (66 ft)
<1%
<2m
alluvium
not significant
single to multiple, sinuous, may bifurcate near saltwater
terminus
>40 km2 (15mi2)

Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large wood
1200 ft3 /1000 linear ft
Available Spawning area (ASA) Average = 22% for 11 sites
Available Rearing area (ARA)
Average = 7% for 10 sites
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
ARA
Coho
High
Low
Pink
High
High
Chum
High
High
Sockeye
Negligible Negligible
Chinook
Negligible Negligible
Steelhead
Negligible Negligible
Dolly Varden Moderate Moderate

Management Considerations:
See ESM, as the management considerations
are the same.

Floodplain Process Group

Flood Plain Process Group
These are low gradient (<2%) channels, situated in valley bottoms and lowlands where
alluvial deposition is prevalent. High stream flows are not commonly contained within
the active channel banks and some degree of flood plain development is evident. In larger
river systems riparian area may extend beyond 30 meters (100ft) from the banks. These
channels are dominated by well defined pools, riffles and gravel bars, often in a
predictable and regular sequence. Channel banks are composed of unconsolidated alluvial
material, easily eroded by stream flow. Large wood is a major component affecting pool
development and stability and can create complex channel morphology (Bisson, et al
2006). Pool-riffle and forces pool (large wood creates pools) are the typical
corresponding Montgomery and Buffington channel types.
Large Substrate

Fine Substrate

HC

Cascade

HC, AF
MM, MC
Step-pool

Flood Plain PG
Plane-bed

High

Pool-riffle,
Forced pool-riffle

Moderate

Low

Gradient
Process Group longitudinal progression, and Montgomery & Buffington channel types. (Montgomery, 1997).

Channel Type
Micro Flood Plain
Small Flood Plain
Medium Flood Plain
Large Flood Plain
Foreland Uplifted Beach
Foreland Uplifted Estuarine

Label Former Label
FP0
FPO
FP3
FPS
FP4
FPM
FP5
FPL
FP1
FPB
FP2
FPE
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FPO - Micro Flood Plain Channel

Figure 1. FPO channel in Starrigavan Creek near Sitka.

FPO- Micro Flood Plain Channel
A very narrow, low gradient, forested valley bottom channel usually situated in the
riparian zone of larger scale Flood Plain channels (FPS, FPM or FPL). The FPO may
connect micro footslope or palustrine channels to the main valley bottom stream. The
minute size of this channel renders it undetectable on aerial photography.

Figure 2. In channel view of Starrigavan FPO.

Stream Class: I or II
Drainage area: ≤ 0.5 km2 (0.15 mi2)
Stream Gradient: < 2 %
Incision Depth: < 2 m
Bankfull Width: 0.3 to 2m
Bankfull Depth: 0.5m or less
Dominant Substrate: Silt to coarse gravel.
Stream Bank Composition: Silt/sand to coarse gravel.
Sideslope Length/Angle: not applicable
Associated Landform: 53, 61, 62
Riparian Vegetation: Overstory = S.Spruce, W.Hemlock; Understory = Blueberry,
Devil’s Club, Skunk Cabbage
Fish Habitat: salmonid rearing habitat

FPS – Small Flood Plain Channel

FPS in Starrigavan

Geographic setting: FPS channels are located in the valley bottom, may also occur
within low lands or low elevation drainage divides. Frequently FPS streams lie adjacent
to footslopes or hillslopes and the main stem of larger FP channels. Where FPS channels
occur parallel to footslopes they are fed by High Gradient streams. In small drainages
HCV and MMS channels may directly precede FPS channels. Less frequently FPS
channels are situated on mountainslope benches.

Bed Profile

Ohmer CK FPS
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Channel characteristics:
Stream Class
I or II
Stream gradient < 2%
2-10m mean-5m
Bankfull width
Dominant
Silt to coarse
substrate
gravel
Sideslope
n/a
length/angle

Drainage area
Incision depth
Bankfull depth
Streambank
compostion
Associated
landform

0.1-14 km2 (0.5 - 5.5 mi2)
<2m
≤ 1m
Silt/sand to coarser
gravel
53 (flat floodplain)

Riparian Vegetation: The
FPSs riparian area is dominated by
Sitka Spruce and Western
Sitka Spruce
3
Hemlock series. Salmonberry
Western Hemlock
--and alder shrub communities
Mixed Conifer
--are the dominant non-forest
Shore Pine
--riparian plant communities.
W.Hemlock/Red Cedar
--Willow shrub and
Non forest
90
sedge/sphagnum bog
communities are the primary riparian vegetation in the FPSw phase. Sitka alder and
willow shrub communities define the FPSh phase.
Plant Association Series

% cover
FPS FPSm FPSf
36
--82
23
----16
------11
--11
14
--7
75
17

FPS phases:
 FPSa – Volcanic Ash Phase is primarily found on Kruzof Island. Stream bank
composition is influenced by poorly consolidated volcanic ash and breccias.
Stream bank and sideslope sensitivity may be higher than is typical for this
channel type.
 FPSf – Foreland Outwash Forested Phase is influenced by groundwater influx
from shallow alluvial aquifers. Fish habitat capability may be higher due to
temperature moderation by groundwater.
 FPSh – Foreland Outwash Shrub Phase is also controlled by groundwater
inflow. Rearing habitat may be less than the FPSf due to lack of large woody
debris and, as a consequence, less pool structure and cover habitat.
 FPSp – Beaver Dam Complex Phase. Beavers will build dams across FPS
channels, creating a pond within an FPS channel. This pond is considered an
inclusion within the FPS reach.
 FPSw – Wetland Phase is defined by muskeg/scrub forest riparian vegetation.
Fish spawning and rearing habitat capabilities may be lower than forested FPS
channels.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: FPS channels are sediment deposition systems. Sediment routed
from high and moderate gradient channels is temporarily stored in-channel and on the
adjacent flood plain. Sand and fine gravel point bars are common streambed features.
Sensitive stream banks, constantly affected by constructive and erosive forces, also
contribute to the sediment load in FPS channels. Large wood accumulations are frequent
and retain significant volumes of fine sediment. Stream power is low, allowing for
massive mobilization of sediment only during peak flow events.

Aquatic Habitat: FPS are usually accessible to
anadromous fish and receive moderate to high
spawning use by all anadromous species with
the exception of Chinook salmon. FPS channels
adjacent to lakes are utilized by resident fish.
FPS segments, located next to accessible lakes,
provide excellent spawning habitat for sockeye
and steelhead salmon and sea-run cutthroat
trout. FPS channels also provide rearing habitat
for coho, steelhead and Dolly Varden. Deep
pools associated with woody debris and beaver ponds provide overwintering habitat.
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
ARA
Coho
High
High
Pink
Moderate Negligible
Chum
Moderate Negligible
Sockeye
High
Negligible
Chinook
Low
Negligible
Steelhead
Moderate High
Dolly Varden High
High

Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large wood
4000 ft3 /1000 linear ft
Available Spawning area (ASA) Average = 21% for 53 sites
Available Rearing area (ARA)
Average = 49% for 53 sites
Table_ . Habitat Variables for FPS channels.
Variable
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Riparian Management Considerations:
Large wood has a significant influence of FPS
Management concern for:
channel structure by increasing the frequency and
Large woody debris
High
size of pools. Large wood helps form scour pools.
Sediment retention
High
Stream bank stability Moderate The cover provided by large wood greatly improves
rearing habitat.
Sideslope sensitivity
N/A
Flood Plain protection Moderate
Culvert fish passage
Moderate Sediment retention is high in FPS channels, which
are often associated with large flood plain complex
and may be influenced by flooding from adjacent mainstem rivers. Increased sediment
loading in these channels or in upstream channels could adversely impact spawning
gravels. Riparian management should emphasize measures that reduce the potential for
erosion and stream bank disturbance (BMPS 12.6. 13.11, 13.16, 14.9-14.11)
Stream banks are composed of coarse to fine textured alluvium, which, due to low stream
flow volume and relatively low stream power, are only moderately sensitive to
disturbance.
Generally, flood plains for FPS channels are narrow. However, the channels are often
associated with large mainstem river flood plain complexes.
Concern for providing fish access through culverts in FPS channels is moderate.
Improperly installed or poorly designed culverts can restrict juvenile and adult fish
passage by creating velocity barriers or bed scour at culvert outlets (BMP 14.17). Control
of in-channel operations is an important riparian management concern for these streams
(BMP 14.14).
These are typically classified as Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest
buffer is required along both banks (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).
Management Opportunities:
FPS channels offer excellent opportunities to improve available rearing habitat through
placement of large woody debris. Enhancement efforts can focus on over-wintering
habitats. These channels also contain habitat which is characteristically preferred by
beaver. Encouragement of beaver colonization can greatly expand fish rearing potential
in FPS streams.

Bankfull width and drainage area statisitics:
FPS Sites

FPS BFW vs Basin Area
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Drainage basin ranges from
0.03 to 5.5 mi2.
Most FPS are below 2 mi2 in
drainage area.

FPM - Low Gradient Moderate Width Flood Plain Channel

Geographic Setting: FPM channels are mainstem stream in broad valley bottoms that
generally have extensive flood plains. Alluvial fans, dissected foootslopes and hillslopes
or lowland landforms may directly abut FPM flood plains. These channels are sinuous,
with extensive gravel bars, multiple channel-ways and alluvial terraces. Normally FPM
reaches are situated at the lower portion of watersheds with 2 to 15 mi2 drainage areas.

Channel characteristics:
Stream Class
I or II
Stream gradient < 2%
Bankfull width
10-20 m (33-66 ft)
Dominant
Sand to cobble
substrate
Sideslope
n/a
length/angle

Drainage area
Incision depth
Bankfull depth
Streambank
compostion
Associated
landform

5 ≤ 15 mi2
< 2m (6.6 ft)
≤ 1m
Alluvium
53 (flat floodplain)

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian area is dominated by Sitka Spruce and Western
Hemlock series. Common non-forest shrub communities include slamonberry, red alder,
Sitka alder, devil’s club, and willow. These non-forest communities are significant in
the FPMf and FPMh phases. The shore pine/crowberry plant association is significant in
the FPMw phase along with sedge/sphagnum
Plant Association Series

% cover
FPM FPMb/c FPMw FPMf FPMh
51
44
14
35
3
Sitka Spruce
23
27
7
9
--Western Hemlock
13
18
37
42
97
Non-forest
7
4
5
----Mixed Conifer
----24
----Shore Pine
----14
--Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood --.

Channel Type Phases:
 FPMa – Volcanic Ash Phase is limited to areas with geologically recent volcanic
deposits, such as Kruzof Island. Stream bank and substrate composition consists of
scoria and ash particles.
 FPMb/c – Boulder or Cobble Substrate Phase has greater stream power than
typical for FPM channels, thus functioning as a more efficient sediment transporter.
Substrate material is larger and large wood has less influence on channel dynamics.
If boulders are present channel is designated FPMb, if cobbles constitute the largest
percentage of substrate material, FPMc is the code to use.
 FPMf - Foreland Outwash Forested Phase includes alluvial flood plain channels
that are dependent on groundwater recharge. This phase is restricted to coastal
foreland landforms with early successional Sitka Spruce riparian stands.
 FPMh - Foreland Outwash Shrub Phase includes foreland groundwater streams
with shrub or muskeg riparian vegetation.
 FPMw – Wetland Phase is associated with low gradient muskegs and meadows.
However, pool/riffle morphology, and gravel deposits make these channel more
similar to the Flood Plain Process Group versus those categorized in the Palustrine
Process Group.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: FPM channels provide temporary fine sediment storage through
deposition in pools, point bars and on the flood plain. Bank erosion and bank building
processes are continually at work resulting in very dynamic and diverse channel
morphology. Channel gradient is low and flow containment is poor resulting in relatively
low stream power. Sand and fine gravel constitute a large percentage of the substrate
material. Large woody is also a major component influencing sediment entrapment and
channel morphology. Stored sediments are mobilized and transported downstream during
high flow events.
Aquatic Habitat: Rearing area is abundant due
Indicator Species Ratings
in part to large wood accumulations. Spawning MIS
ASA
ARA
habitat is abundant due to the gravel to cobble Coho
High
High
size substrate. The large wood is distributed Pink
High
Negligible
uniformly throughout the length of stream. Chum
High
Negligible
Winter habitat can be significant in side channel Sockeye
High
Negligible
pools and where large wood creates deep pools Chinook
Moderate Moderate
and low stream velocity.
Large wood Steelhead
High
High
associated with pool habitat is very important to Dolly Varden High
High
both rearing juveniles and migrant adult
salmonids. Undercut alluvial banks and root mats from riparian forest vegetation also
provides rearing habitat. Rearing habitat diversity is enhanced by the frequent
occurrence of slough, beaver ponds and very small groundwater tributaries associated
with FPM channels.
Aquatic Habitat Capability:
Large wood
9000 ft3 /1000 linear ft
Available Spawning area (ASA) Average = 24% for 62 sites
Available Rearing area (ARA)
Average = 35% for 62 sites

Habitat Attributes and Percentiles for FPM channel type.
Variable

Percentile
25
50
75
25
50
75

FPM
18.5
20.2
32.8
0.31
0.37
0.50

TKWD/M

25
50
75

0.06
0.11
0.15

POOLS/KM

25
50
75

POOL SPACE

25
50
75

WD

TLWD/M

Variable

Percentile
25
50
75
25
50
75

FPM
0.04
0.04
0.05
15
19
34

PLNGTH/M

25
50
75

0.38
0.54
0.70

30
40
60

REL_SUBMRG

25
50
75

26.5
36.9
49.4

1.3
1.8
2.2

POOL_SIZE

25
50
75

0.68
0.84
0.94

RPD/CBW

D50

Riparian Management Considerations:
Large wood accumulations are important factors in
Management concern for:
shaping FPM channel morphology. In-channel
Large woody debris
High
woody debris volume is usually high and distributed
Sediment retention
High
Stream bank stability Moderate throughout most forested FPM stream segments.
Flood flows are capable of redistributing debris to a
Sideslope sensitivity
N/A
limited extent in these channels. Maintenance of
Flood Plain protection High
fish habitat is dependent upon continuous input of
Culvert fish passage
High
large stable wood over time (BMP 12.6).
These low gradient depositional channels are sensitive to sediment introduction from
headwater areas, and retention of fine gravel and sand size sediment is high. Therefore,
these channels are susceptible to cumulative sediment impacts on fish habitat. Stream
banks are composed of fine alluvium and are susceptible to erosion. Removal or
disturbance of stream bank vegetation and root mates can result in accelerated bank
erosion and breakdown of undercut bank habitat. Riparian management prescriptions
should emphasize erosion control (BMPs 13.11,14.9,14.11), stream bank protection
(BMPs 13.16 and 14.17), and control of in-channel operations (BMP 14.14).
FPM streams are generally associated with extensive and complex riparian areas that
include such features as sloughs, side channels, beaver pond complexes, and small spring
fed tributary channels. Riparian area protection (BMPs 12.4, 12.6) is very important for
maintaining water quality and rearing habitat.
Bridges are required to cross FPM channels. Culvert installation on small flood plain
tributary channels (often not mapped) must provide for upstream juvenile fish passage
(BMP 14.17).

A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required along both banks, as FPM
channels are typically Class I (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport fish potential…………..High
Enhancement opportunities …Large wood placement, fry stocking, spawning channels.
FPM channels offer excellent sport fish opportunities, primarily for Dolly Varden, coho
salmon, pink salmon, and steelhead. Deep pools along meander bends associated with
large log jams offer the best angling. Access by small boat to the channel itself is
limited due to low water levels in the summer and numerous log jam obstructions.
A variety of enhancement opportunities exist for FPM channels. Large wood projects
could be evaluated where rearing habitat is limited. Fry stocking could be done when
downstream fish barriers have been eliminated or laddered. Construction of flood plain
spawning channels is a potential enhancement opportunity where shallow groundwater
sources are present.
FPM Drainage Basin Statistics
FPM survey sites

FPM BFW vs Basin Area
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FPL - Large Low Gradient Floodplain Channel

Geographic Setting: FPL channels are found in broad valley bottoms of large to very
large watersheds. These channels have extensive valley flood plains and river terraces.
Smooth meander bends, numerous overflow side channels, extensive gravel bars, and
large log jams are common features.

Channel characteristics:
Stream Class
I or II
Stream gradient < 2%
Bankfull width
> 20 m (66 ft)
Dominant
Sand to cobble
substrate
Sideslope
n/a
length/angle

> 10mi2
< 2m (6.6 ft)
≤ 2m

Drainage area
Incision depth
Bankfull depth
Streambank
compostion
Associated
landform

Alluvium
53 (flat floodplain)

Typical cross-section profile for an FPL channel.
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Riparian Vegetation: The FPL riparian communities are dominated by the Sitka
Spruce series, the Western Hemlock series and non-forested communities. The most
common non-forest species are Sitka alder, willow, and salmonberry.
Plant Association Series

% cover
FPL FPLb/c FPLr FPLw FPLf FPLh
Sitka Spruce
49
38
37
28
56
15
Non-forest
23
54
6
44
37
79
Western Hemlock
23
--41
5
6
--Western.Hemlock-Red Cedar --3
13
------Mixed Conifer
2
3
3
8
----Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood
------2
--4
Shore Pine
------13
----.
Channel Type Phases:
 FPLb/c – boulder or Cobble Substrate Phase has greater stream power channels,
is a more efficient sediment transporter and has a higher substrate D50 higher than
the typical FPL. If boulders are present channel is designated FPLb, if cobbles
constitute the largest percentage of substrate material, FPLc is the code to use.
 FPLr- Bedrock phase, significant inclusions of bedrock stream bed or stream bank
knickpoints.
 FPLf - Foreland Outwash Forested Phase includes alluvial channels that are
strongly influenced by groundwater recharge from shallow aquifers. This phase is
restricted to coastal foreland landforms. Sitka Spruce communities dominate the
riparian vegetation.
 FPLh - Foreland Outwash Shrub Phase are groundwater fed, coastal foreland
channels, with predominantly non-forested riparian plant communities.
 FPLw – Wetland Phase riparian area consists of muskeg, meadows or scrub
wetland forest. This is an alluvial channel with significantly greater sediment
transport capacity than Palustrine channels that have similar riparian vegetation.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: The FPL channel functions as a sediment deposition system.
Low gradient, poor flow containment, and fine sized substrate are indicative of low
stream power. Substrate consists mainly of sand to small cobble size particles. Short
term storage of fine sediment is characteristic of FPL channels. These fine sediment
deposits are typically mobilized during high flow events. Small side channels dissecting
the FPL flood plain are a common feature.
Aquatic Habitat Capability:
Large wood
4000 ft3 /1000 linear ft
Available Spawning area (ASA) Average = 27% for 56 sites
Available Rearing area (ARA)
Average = 29% for 56 sites

FPL channels are heavily used by spawning
Chinook, chum and pink salmon, and steelhead
because of the abundance of high quality spawning
gravels. These channels get only moderate use by
spawning coho salmon which prefer smaller
channels. All freshwater rearing species make
frequent use of these channels because rearing
habitats readily available, primarily in association
with side channels, off-channel pools, and streams
segments having large wood accumulations. Overwintering habitat in these channels is provided by off-channel slough areas and pools
associated with large wood.
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA ARA
Coho
High High
Pink
High Negligible
Chum
High Negligible
Sockeye
High Negligible
Chinook
High High
Steelhead
High High
Dolly Varden High High

FPL Habitat Attributes
Variable

Percentile
25
50
75
25
50
75

FPL
23.1
27.2
43.6
0.15
0.17
0.46

TKWD/M

25
50
75

0.02
0.03
0.08

POOLS/KM

25
50
75

POOL SPACE

25
50
75

WD

TLWD/M

Management concern for:
Large woody debris
High
Sediment retention
High
Stream bank stability Moderate
Sideslope sensitivity
N/A
Flood Plain protection High
Culvert fish passage
N/A

Variable

Percentile
25
50
75
25
50
75

FPL
0.03
0.03
0.03
17
20
53

PLNGTH/M

25
50
75

0.18
0.42
0.44

10
20
25

REL_SUBMRG

25
50
75

11.4
25.8
52.2

1.7
2.7
3.2

POOL_SIZE

25
50
75

0.58
0.65
0.95

RPD/CBW

D50

Riparian Management Considerations:
Maintaining future sources of large wood is an
important consideration in FPL channels. Natural
large wood volume is moderate but less stable than
in smaller FP channels due to higher flood flows.

Retention of find sediment (sand, gravel) is often
high in FPL channels, therefore, these channels may
be sensitive to cumulative sediment inputs from headwater sources. Excessive sediment
loads can degrade spawning gravel quality and, in extreme cases, can disrupt sediment
transport equilibrium and channel stability. Removal or disturbance of stream bank
vegetation can accelerate bank erosion and the subsequent loss of undercut bank rearing
habitat. Riparian management should emphasize stream bank protection and erosion

control measures to minimize potential sediment sources (BMP 13.11, 13.16, 14.914.11).
Flood plain protection is a very important management consideration for FPL channels
because of off-channel features which contribute to juvenile fish rearing habitat (BMP
12.4, 12.6). These off-channel flood plain features include small spring fed tributaries,
sloughs, beaver pond complexes, and side channels.
The location and design of stream crossing structures is an important consideration due to
the large size and natural instability of the channels and associated flood plains (BMP
14.2, 14.3, 14.14, 14.17). Large multi-span bridges are often required to cross these
channels. Roadways traversing flood plain tributaries must provide for juvenile fish
migration through culverts.
These are classified as Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is
required along both banks (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of in-channel
operations is an important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14).
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport fish potential…………..High
Enhancement opportunities …Large wood placement, fry stocking, spawning channels.
The FPL channels can offer excellent sport fish opportunities where easy beach access
exists. Species of primary interest include Dolly Varden char, cutthroat trout, steelhead,
coho, pink, and Chinook salmon. Small boat access in these channels can be good
depending on the amount and distribution of large debris jams. Angling is best in deep
meander pools and along undercut banks.
A variety of fish habitat enhancement opportunities exists in FPL channels. Large wood
may be limiting. Addition of large wood along channel margins can be successful if the
structures are will anchored to the stream bank. Fry stocking programs can be
implemented to take advantage of under utilized rearing habitat. Spawning channel
construction is a potential enhancement option where adequate groundwater upwelling is
present.

FPL Drainage Basin Statistics
FPL sites

FPL BFW vs Basin Area
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Flood Plain Channels and Beaver Dam Complex
Beavers can have a dramatic effect on morphology of flood plain channels. Beaver dam
inclusions on gravel bed flood plain channels may be too short of length to depict as a separate
channel type i.e. PAB. A riffle/pool sequence may exist immediately upstream and below the
beaver dam. These dams are easily ruptured by high flow events once abandoned and no longer
actively maintained by beavers. After the dam ruptures a layer of fine sediment may remain on
the adjacent flood plain.
These dams are temporary and may not be apparent on aerial photos and orthophotos due to
obscuring canopy or post dating the photography.
Proposed mapping label: FPXp. X = S, M or L
The flood plain is the dominant channel type, and the beaver dams are temporary structures.
Depending on project needs depicting these dams as separate channel types in the project stream
layer is an option. In the corporate stream layer the FPXp label would be used. National wetland
mapping and the soils layer may also be useful in identifying these complex channels.

Figure 3. Beaver dam on FPS (formerly FP3) , note gravel bed below dam, wetland vegetation
upstream.

Figure 4. View from further downstream, forested riparian vegetation, riffle section.

Figure 5. FP channel above beaver dam, coarse gravel substrate.

FPB and FPE – Foreland Uplifted Beach and Esturary Flood Plain
Channels
(formerly FP1 and FP2, respectively)
Geographic Setting: The FPB and FPE channels occur on shore areas of glacial
forelands such as Yakutat or mainland glacial river systems. They may flow parallel to
the coastline when occupying depressions between relic beach deposits or flow through
uplifted estuarines. These channels are located in the lower reaches of drainage basins but
upland from current estuaries or shorelines.

FPB and FPE channels
distribution on the
Tongass National
Forest.
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Channel characteristics:
Stream Class
I or II
Stream gradient < 1%
Variable mean =
Bankfull width
17m(57 ft)
Dominant
Silt, sand,fine
substrate
gravel
Sideslope
n/a
length/angle

0

15

Drainage area
Incision depth

26-52 km2 (10-20 mi2)
< 2.5m (8 ft)

Bankfull depth

≤ 2m

Streambank
compostion
Associated
landform

100

Fine Alluvium
70s coastal landforms

Riparian Vegetation
The riparian plant associations for the FPB are distinguished by two phases:
FPBf and FPEf– Forested phase. Riparian vegetation has co-dominant spruce and nonforest plant communities. In-channel large wood recruitment is a significant factor
influencing fish rearing capability in some channel reaches.
FPBs and FPEs – Non-forested phase. Riparian vegetation is dominated by shrub and
muskeg bog plant communities (sedge, sphagnum, and sweet gale).
Hydrologic Function
FPB and FPE channels are depositional and retain a high proportion of fine sediments.
These channels have low stream energy due to the low gradient and poor containment.
The high silt content of the stream bed and banks, and the proximity to glacial outwash
channels result in a high suspended sediment load. Significant amounts of in-channel
fine sediment can be held in pools and sand bars.
Aquatic Habitat Capability:
Large wood
< 1000 ft3 /1000 linear ft
Available Spawning area (ASA) Insufficient data
Available Rearing area (ARA)
Insufficient data
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
ARA
Coho-FPB
Low
HIGH
Coho-FPE
Low
Moderate
Pink
Negligible Negligible
Chum
Negligible Negligible
Sockeye
Low
Low
Chinook
Negligible Negligible
Steelhead
Negligible Negligible
Dolly Varden Low
Moderate

FPB and FPE channels are accessible to
anadromous species. Substrates are composed
predominantly of sand and silt, which limits
spawning capability for salmonid species.
These channels provide some rearing potential
with moderate use by coho salmon and Dolly
Varden char, and occasional use by sockeye
salmon. These channels may provide some
over-wintering habitat, especially when large
wood is present, however large wood
recruitment is low in these streams.

Riparian Management Considerations:
Large wood influence on channel morphology and
fish habitat is generally low to moderate for these
channels due to the geographic setting. These
channels are found on uplifted coastal embayments
that are dominated by muskeg vegetation types.
Sediment retention is naturally high for gravel and
sand size material. However, sediment inputs
generally have limited effects on habitat in FPB
channels, due to little available spawning habitat.
Stream banks are composed of relatively cohesive silt particles. This material has
relatively low bearing strength and is susceptible to earth flow type failures if physically
disturbed. This can create problems for bridge design and installation of road crossings
(BMPs 13.16, 14.2, 14.3, 14.17).
Management concern for:
Large wood-FPB
Moderate
Large wood-FPE
Low
Sediment retention
High
Stream bank stability High
Sideslope sensitivity
N/A
Flood Plain protection Moderate
Culvert fish passage
Moderate

Protection of important wetland values and functions is an important management
consideration for FPB and FPE riparian areas (BMPs 12.4-12.6)
FPB and FPE channels are classified as Stream Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot
buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport fish potential…………..High
Enhancement opportunities …Large wood placement, spawning channels.
These channels are generally accessible by small boat. Primary sport species are coho
salmon and Dolly Varden char. Banks with overhanging shrubs and deep meander bend
pools offer the best angling opportunities.
Where local sources of large wood are available, insertion of wood habitat structures can
improve cover and pool habitat in FPB channels. FPB channel segments are typically
spawning limited. Opportunities to develop spawning channels in upland tributary
channels, having gravel substrate and ample groundwater recharge, can be explored,
provided that existing rearing habitat is not already at its carrying capacity.

An FPE channel, non forested riparian vegetation.

Glacial Outwash Process Group

Berner’s Bay near Juneau, AK, Lace, Antler and Gilkey Rivers.

Glacial outwash channels are alluvial channels with gradients less than 3 %. Being
associated with glaciers these streams carry turbid water with extremely high sediment
loads, except for peri-glacial subalpine cirque basin channels. Riparian areas are wide
and may extend for more than one thousand meters in large braided outwash plain river
systems.
The GO process group includes the following individual channel types:
Channel Type Name
Glacial Alluvial Fan Channel
Glacial Outwash Estuarine Channel
Large Braided Glacial Outwash Channel
Cirque Channel
Large Meandering Glacial Outwash Channel
Medium Glacial Outwash Channel
Small Glacial Outwash Channel
Glacial Outwash Side Channel

Label Former Label
AF8
GAF
ES5
GES
GO3
GOB
GO5
GOC
GO2
GOL
GO4
GOM
n/a
GOS
GO1
GSC

Glacial Alluvial Cone Channel - GAF

Geomorphic Setting:
The GAF occurs on
alluvial cone landforms
in glacial drainage
basins. At least 15 % of
the drainage area must
be covered by a glacier
or permanent snow field
to qualify as a GAF.

Channel gradients are commonly greater than 6%. Channel pattern is
variable, usually singular at the apex of the cone and branching at the
terminus. Suspended glacial silt load is high.

Stream Gradient………………Variable, > 6%, mean = 17%
Incision Depth………………..< or = 2m (6.5ft)
Bankfull Width ………………Variable, mean = 15m (50ft)
Dominant Substrate…………..Coarse gravel to small boulder
Stream Bank Composition …..Alluvium
Sideslope Length …………….Not significant
Sideslope Angle………………Not significant
Channel Pattern……………….Single to multiple channel, normally single at the apex of
the fan with channel branching at the terminus
Drainage Basin Area………….2.6 – 13 km2 (1-5 mi2)
Plant Association Series
Non-forest
Mountain Hemlock
Sitka Spruce
Western Hemlock

% cover
91%
3%
3%
3%

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
community is dominated by non-forested Sitka
alder, willow and salmonberry shrub
communities.

Channel type phases:
GAFh – Shrub Phase, riparian vegetation consist of brush vegetation.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: GAF channels have high rates of sediment transport and
deposition. Sediment is delivered to these channels from alpine glacier runoff,
mountainslope avalanche and mass wasting processes. Sediment outwash lobes are
deposited across the surface of the alluvial cone by a network of multiple branched
channels. Consequently, these are very dynamic landforms.

Indicator Species Rating
MIS
ASA
Negligible
Coho
Negligible
Pink
Chum
Low
Sockeye
Low
Negligible
Chinook
Dolly Varden Low
Negligible
Steelhead

ARA
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Low
Negligible

Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Woody Debris………….N/A
Available Spawning Area (ASA)…Low
Available Rearing Area (ARA)…...Low

GAF channels are often accessible to
anadromous fish, and are occasionally
accessible to resident fish . The amount of
ASA and ARA are insignificant. Substrate
material is generally large, consisting of: 22% gravel, 43% rubble, 31% boulders or
bedrock.
Chum salmon and Dolly Varden char may spawn where finer substrate is found at the
base of these channels near the junction with mainstem river channels. Shallow
groundwater aquifers associated with alluvial cones can significantly improve spawning
habitat in adjacent mainstem streams where groundwater upwelling occurs. Where these
channels feed accessible lakes, spawning by sockeye salmon and resident species may
occur.
Management concern for:
Riparian Management Considerations
Large woody debris
Low
Stream banks are naturally unstable in GAF
Sediment retention
Mod
channels, and riparian vegetation plays an
Stream bank stability
Low
important role in stabilizing these banks,
Sideslope sensitivity
N/A
therefore, maintaining riparian vegetation
Flood plain protection need High
integrity is an important management concern
Culvert fish passage
N/A
(BMPS 12.6, 13.16). Large sediment loads from
glacial meltwater and snow avalanches cause extensive channel aggradation and frequent
channel shifting. Consequently, bridge and culvert design and road maintenance are key
riparian management concerns (BMPs 14.17, 14.20).
These channels are designated Stream Class II or III. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest
buffer is occasionally required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber
Reform Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………..N/A
Enhancement Opportunities……….Spawning channels
Spawning channel sites can often be located in the vicinity of glacial alluvial cone
channels where suitable gravel substrate and shallow groundwater aquifers often occur.
Provision for protecting spawning gravel installation from flooding and sediment
deposition should be incorporated into project plans.

Glacial Outwash Estuarine Channel – GES

GOL

GES

Geographic Setting: GES
channels are associated with
large glacial river deltas.
Active glaciers and
snowfields must cover at
least 15% of the
contributing watershed area.

Channel Structure
Stream Gradient………………0.5 to 1.5%
Incision Depth………………..< 2m (6.5ft)
Bankfull Width ………………Variable, very wide, braided
Dominant Substrate………….. Sand to Coarse gravel
Stream Bank Composition …..Glacial Alluvium
Sideslope Length …………….Not significant, broad flat landform
Sideslope Angle………………Not significant
Channel Pattern……………….Highly braided
Drainage Basin Area………….> 52 km2 (20 mi2)
Riparian Vegetation. The riparian areas immediately adjacent to these channels
generally are un-vegetated sand and gravel outwash and extensive tidal mudflats. Salt
tolerant grasses and sedges dominate the more stable terraces away from the active
deposition zone.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function. GES channels are depositional streams, preceded by GOB
channels Therefore characteristics such as braided channels, extensive sediment loads are
similar. Substrate material ranges from small cobble to glacial silt, and suspended silt
loads are high . Tidal influences may affect stream flow and river stage for long
distances upstream from saltwater.
Indicator Species Rating
MIS
ASA
Negligible
Coho
Negligible
Pink
Negligible
Chum
Negligible
Sockeye
Negligible
Chinook
Dolly Varden Negligible
Negligible
Steelhead

ARA
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Moderate
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Woody ……….…………… N/A
Available Spawning Area (ASA)…N/A
Available Rearing Area (ARA)…...N/A

GES channels are always accessible to
anadromous species. Out migrants and
returning adults of all anadromous species
may make frequent use of these channels for
staging prior to in or out migration. Sockeye use channel margins and slough habitat for
summer rearing. Spawning habitat is negligible.

Riparian Management Considerations
These channels are located at the terminus of
large glacial rivers, therefore, sediment
deposition is extremely high.

Management concern for:
Large woody debris
Sediment retention
Stream bank stability
Sideslope sensitivity
Flood plain protection need
Culvert fish passage

Low
High
High
N/A
High
High

Stream bank sensitivity is rated high due to fine
textured bank materials and highly variable flood
flows. Channel protection (BMP 13.16) and bridge/culvert design (BMP 14.17) are
important considerations. Lateral channel migration is extremely active in most GES
channels.

Riparian areas adjacent to GES segments often have extensive tidal marshes. Protection
of these wetland values is an important management concern.
GES channels are designated Stream Class I. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer
is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).
Control of inchannel operations is am important riparian management concern for these
streams (BMP 14.14).

Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………..Low
Enhancement Opportunities……….N/A.

Large Braided Glacial Outwash Channel - GOB
(formerly GO3)

GOL
GOB

Channel Structure
Stream Gradient < 3%,mean = 2%
Incision Depth. ≤ 2m (6.5ft)
Bankfull Width -60 to 300, .mean = 65m (215 ft)
Dominant Substrate – Coarse gravel to large cobble
Stream Bank Composition - Alluvium
Sideslope Length/angle – Not significant, broad flat landform
Channel Pattern- braided, anastomosing channel
Drainage Basin Area > 51.8 km2 (20mi2)

Geomorphic Setting: GOB
channels are situated in
large glacial watersheds.
The glacial outwash plain
may extend across the entire
valley floor.

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
communities consist of non-forested Sitka alder
and willow shrub communities and the Sitka
spruce-cottonwood/alder plant association.

Plant Association Series
Non-forest
Sitka spruce-cottonwood
Sitka Spruce
Mountain Hemlock

% cover
71%
16%
7%
6%

Gilkey River near Berners Bay.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic function: The GOB channels
function as sediment deposition systems.
These low gradient, uncontained channels
have low stream energy and large
sediment loads creating a braided channel
network with an extensive flood plain.
Peak flow events occur during the
summer melt period and during the early
fall rainy season.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Woody Debris………………900 ft3/1000 linear ft
Available Spawning Area (ASA)…Insufficient data
Available Rearing Area (ARA)…...Insufficient data
MIS
ASA
ARA
Indicator Species: GOB channels are
Moderate Moderate
Coho
accessible to anadromous fish. Typically, they Pink
Low
Negligible
provide migration routes to salmon spawning
Moderate Negligible
Chum
area in clear water tributaries. Chinook, chum Sockeye
Moderate Moderate
and sockeye salmon use spawning habitat in
Moderate Moderate
Chinook
portions of the main channel. Spawning
Low
Dolly Varden Low
capability is limited by fine sediment in gravel Steelhead
Negligible Negligible
spawning beds. Sockeye and chum salmon
tend to select gravels where upwelling groundwater is present. Primarily sockeye and
Chinook utilize rearing areas associated with sloughs, side channel pools, and stream
bank habitat. Coho and Dolly Varden char rear in low numbers in these channels
Management concern for:
Riparian Management Considerations
Large woody
Large wood accumulations have moderate
Sediment retention
influence on in-stream habitat in GOB
Stream bank stability
channels. Most stable wood accumulations
Sideslope sensitivity
are located along channel margins, sloughs,
Flood plain protection need
or side channels. Pool and bank cover
Culvert fish passage
associated with large wood is particularly
important for rearing Chinook and sockeye salmon.

Moderate
High
High
N/A
High
N/A

Stream banks are naturally susceptible to erosion . Flood flows are poorly contained.
Channel aggradation and scour processes are very active due to the extremely large
sediment loads. Riparian management should emphasize stream bank protection (BMPs
13.16, 14.17). Main stem crossings are generally not feasible.
Roads constructed across flood plain tributaries must allow unrestricted fish migration
from main stem channels (BMP 14.14)
Stream Class: GOB channels are classified as Stream Class I. A minimum 100 foot
timber harvest buffer is required along both banks of these channels (Tongass Timber
Reform Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………..Low
Enhancement Opportunities……….Spawning channels and large wood placement
Sport fishing is limited due to poor accessibility and turbid waters.
Spawning channels can often be located adjacent to GOB channels. These side channels
can provide spawning gravel and shallow ground water flow. Project plans for spawning
channel installations should include protections from major flooding events.
Large wood structures can be used to improve limited in-channel rearing habitat.
However, local sources of suitable large wood pieces are often lacking.

Cirque Channel – GOC
(formerly GO5)

GOC

Geomorphic Setting:
GOC channels occur in
alpine cirque basins,
hanging valleys or the
upper headwater
catchments. Runoff is
derived from the melt
water discharge of a
mountain glacier or
perennial show fields.
Adjacent valley
sideslopes are usually
steep and avalanche
prone.

Channel Structure
Stream Gradient……………… < 6%
Incision Depth……………….. < or = 2m (6.5ft)
Bankfull Width ………………Variable, mean 13m (43 ft)
Dominant Substrate………….. Variable, broad range of material, from bedrock to silt
Stream Bank Composition ……Alluvium or colluvium
Sideslope Length ……………. Not significant, broad flat landform
Sideslope Angle……………… Not significant
Channel Pattern………………. Single to braided, most commonly single at higher
gradient upper end and braided at lower gradient downstream end.
Drainage Basin Area………….< 13 km2 (5mi2)

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
community is dominated by non-forested alpine
meadow, Sitka alder and willow plant
communities, with mountain hemlock/cassiope
as the dominant forest plant association.

Plant Association Series % cover
Non-forest
88%
Mountain Hemlock
12%

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: GOC channels have moderate stream energy and relatively large
sediment loads. Some deposition of gravel and sand occurs at the low gradient terminus
of the channel. Large clast substrate may result from mass wasting processes on adjacent
steep mountain slopes. Poorly contained channel segments typically have a braided
channel pattern.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Woody Debris………………N/A
Available Spawning Area (ASA)…Low
Available Rearing Area (ARA)…...Low
These channels are generally inaccessible to anadromous and resident species due to
downstream barriers. Fish use is insignificant.

Riparian Management Considerations
These streams temporarily retain sediment
delivered from snow avalanche and
mountain glacier runoff.

Management concern for:
Large woody debris
Sediment retention
Stream bank stability
Sideslope sensitivity
Flood plain protection need
Culvert fish passage

N/A
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
N/A

Stream banks are composed of
unconsolidated colluvial and alluvial
sediments. Lateral channel migration and stream braiding is common in GOC channels.
Stream channel disturbances can accelerate natural stream bank instability (BMPs 12.7,
14.14, 14.17)
GOCs are designated Stream Class III.

Large Meandering Glacial Outwash Channel – GOL

Geomorphic Setting: GOL
channels occur in middle to lower
valley positions in large glacial
basins. Valleys are u-shaped, with
large, discontinuous flood
terraces adjacent landform in
broad valley bottom areas, but
inclusions of lowland and hill
landforms can occur. These
channels are often found at the
outlet of glacial lakes.

Beasley Creek, Yakutat

Channel Structure

Stream Gradient……………… < 3%, mean = 2%
Incision Depth……………….. < or = 4m (13ft), mean = 2m (6.5ft)
Bankfull Width ………………Variable, mean 42m (140 ft)
Dominant Substrate………….. Coarse gravel to small boulder
Stream Bank Composition ……Alluvium
Sideslope Length ……………. Not significant, except in glacial moraine deposits
Sideslope Angle……………… Not significant
Channel Pattern………………. Single sinuous
Drainage Basin Area………….> 52 km2 (20mi2)
Plant Association Series
Non-forest
Mountain Hemlock
Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood
Sitka Spruce
Western Hemlock

% cover
57%
11%
11%
10%
3%

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
community is dominated by non-forested Sitka
alder, willow and salmonberry plant
communities, which occur adjacent to the
stream 64 % of the time. Mountain hemlock
series and Sitka spruce-cottonwood series are
the predominant forest communities.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: GOL streams are transport channels that carry high sediment
loads. They are more sediment transport oriented than other channel types in the Glacial
Outwash Process Group. These are moderate energy streams due to flow containment
and a mean gradient of 2%. Large woody debris accumulations are moderately frequent
features that help to retain bedload sediment.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Woody Debris………………3500ft3/1000 linear ft (100m3/300m)
Available Spawning Area (ASA)…Insufficient data
Available Rearing Area (ARA)…...Insufficient data

Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Low
Coho
Negligible
Pink
Moderate
Chum
Moderate
Sockeye
Moderate
Chinook
Dolly Varden Low
Negligible
Steelhead

ARA
Low
Negligible
Negligible
Low
Moderate
Low
Negligible

GOL channels are usually accessible to
anadromous species. Because the substrate
consists of large material (20%gravel, 52%
cobble, 18% boulder), ASA is generally low.
Spawning Chinook and chum salmon use
these channels in moderate amounts, as do
sockeye salmon when lakes or side sloughs
are present in the watershed. Rearing Chinook
salmon and Dolly Varden char make use fo the minimal ARA (3%) consisting of pools
(3% of active channel) having a mean depth of 0.24 m ( 0.8ft). Because of the
shallowness of pools, these channels probably do provide critical over wintering habitat.
Coho salmon rear in clear water, off-channel and side channel areas that flow into GOL
channels.
Management concern for:
Riparian Management Considerations
Large woody debris
Moderate
The influence of large woody debris on
Sediment retention
Moderate
channel stability and fish productivity in
Stream bank stability
Moderate
GOL channels is moderate. Stable inSideslope sensitivity
Low
channel debris generally consists of trees
Flood plain protection need Moderate
anchored to stream banks or large debris
Culvert fish passage
N/A
jams at meanders. Most of the limited
rearing habitat is keyed to this large woody debris. Maintenance of large woody debris is
therefore a key riparian management concern (BMP 12.6).
Stream banks in GOL channels are moderately susceptible to erosion. They are
composed of unconsolidated alluvium, therefore, the banks are easily undermined by
high velocity currents. These channel stability concerns should be considered when
locating and designing stream crossings (BMPs 14.2, 14.3). Bridge abutments can
accelerate bank erosion when GOL channels are constricted (BMP 14.17). Riparian
vegetation is integral in maintaining bank stability and the protection of sensitive alluvial
soils in GOL channels (BMP 13.8).
Riparian areas associated with GOL channel segments are generally less than 61 metes
(200ft) wide. Flood plain side channels and sloughs, though infrequent, are often very
important fish rearing areas. Management activities should maintain flood plain values
and functions (BMPs 12.6, 13.16, 14.14)
Stream Class: GOLs are designated Stream Class I. A minimum 100 foot timber
harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform
Act, 1991).

Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………..Low
Enhancement Opportunities……….Beaver introduction
Encourage introduction and management of beaver populations to increase habitat
associated with side channels and sloughs.

Medium Glacial Outwash Channel – GOM
Geomorphic Setting: GOM
channels occur in the mid to upper
valley position in glacial
watersheds. Adjacent flood terrace
areas are primarily composed of
glacial outwash or till. Large valley
glaciers and snowfields occur
upstream of the GOM channel.
Snow avalanche cones and
subalpine mountainslopes typically
lie adjacent to GOMs.

Near Mt Pinta, Yakutat

Channel Structure

Stream Gradient……………… 2-6%, mean = 4%
Incision Depth……………….. < or = 4m (13ft), mean = 3m (10ft)
Bankfull Width ………………Variable, mean 31m (103 ft)
Dominant Substrate………….. Coarse gravel to small boulder
Stream Bank Composition ……Alluvium or mixed
Sideslope Length ……………. Variable length
Sideslope Angle……………… Mean = 14%
Channel Pattern………………. Single or multiple
Drainage Basin Area………….13- 52 km2 (5-20mi2)

Plant Association Series % cover
Non-forest
77%
Mountain Hemlock
7%
Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood 6%
Sitka Spruce
5%
Western Hemlock
5%

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian area is s
dominated by non-forested alder, willow shrub
communities.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: GOM channels are moderate energy streams that transport large
sediment loads. Moderate gradient and large size substrate material are indicative of
moderate stream power. Some in-channel retention of fine gravels and sand may occur.
Bedload transport is predominantly coarse gravel and cobble particle fractions. Peak
flows occur in the spring/summer melt period and in the early fall. A high suspended
glacial silt load is also characteristic of GOM channels.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Woody Debris……………… < 500ft3/1000 linear ft (14m3/300m)
Available Spawning Area (ASA)…Average = 5% for 12 sites
Available Rearing Area (ARA)…... Average = 5% for 12 sites
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Low
Coho
Negligible
Pink
Low
Chum
Low
Sockeye
Low
Chinook
Dolly Varden Moderate
Negligible
Steelhead

ARA
Low
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Low
Moderate
Negligible

Downstream barriers frequently make GOM
channels inaccessible to anadromous species.
Typically, they get little use from spawning
salmon. Rearing coho and chinook juveniles
also infrequently use the available rearing
area. Dolly Varden char may spawn in the
cobble and gravel substrate (39% and 19%
respectively) and rear in side channel pool,
and the occasional pool associated with large woody debris. These channels provide little
over-wintering habitat.

Riparian Management Considerations
Retention of fine gravel and sand is
moderate to low. Moderate gradient
contribute to good flushing of fine bedload
sediments.

Management concern for:
Large woody debris
Sediment retention
Stream bank stability
Sideslope sensitivity
Flood plain protection need
Culvert fish passage

Low
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Low

Stream bank sensitivity is moderate for
GOM channels. Bank composition is dominantly poorly sorted alluvium that is readily
eroded by high velocity flows. High sediment loads in GOM channels result in naturally
high rates of channel aggradation and scouring.

Flood plain riparian vegetation contributes greatly to channel stability and reduces
channel erosion during flood events. Riparian management should emphasize protection
of sensitive channels (BMPs 13.16, 14.17) and alluvial soils (BMPs 12.6).

GOM channels are designated Stream Class I. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest
buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………..Low
Enhancement Opportunities……….Large wood placement and spawning channels
There may be limited opportunities for developing spawning channels adjacent to GOM
channels. In addition, if sources of large wood are available, large wood structures can
be used to improve limited rearing habitat.

Small Glacial Outwash Channel – GOS

GOS

Geomorphic Setting: GOS channels occur in the mid to upper
valley position in glacial watersheds. Adjacent flood terrace areas
are primarily composed of glacial outwash or till. Valley glaciers
and snowfields occur upstream of the GOS channel. Snow
avalanche cones and subalpine mountainslopes typically lie
adjacent to GOS channels.

GOS - bankfull width is less than 20m.
See the GOM description for the riparian vegetation, aquatic habitat capacity and management
considerations..
Currently no in-channel photograph available.

Glacial Outwash Flood Plain Side Channel – GSC

GOB
GSC

Geomorphic Setting: The GSC channel is situated within broad glacial
valleys or foreland landforms. Typically it is separated from the mainstem
by a heavily vegetated terrace. The GSC segment length must equal or
exceed the mainstem channel width to qualify.

Stream Gradient……………… 0-1%, mean = 1%
Incision Depth……………….. 0 - 4m (13ft)
Bankfull Width ………………Variable, 10-200m, mean = 26m (85ft)
Dominant Substrate………….. Sand to Coarse gravel
Stream Bank Composition ……Silt, sand, gravel Alluvium
Sideslope Length ……………. Not significant, except in glacial moraine deposits
Sideslope Angle……………… Not significant, except in glacial moraine deposits
Channel Pattern………………. Single or multiple, sinuous
Drainage Basin Area…………. N/A

Plant Association Series % cover
Non-forest
73%
Sitka Spruce
20%
Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood 7%

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian area is s
dominated by non-forested alder, willow shrub
and cottonwood plant communities. The Sitka
Spruce series is also a significant riparian
vegetation component.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: GSC channels function both as sediment transport and storage
systems. Low gradient, contained channels with high flow volumes have moderate
stream energy. Sloughing of the fine textured stream banks is common. GSC inlets and
outlets are normally connected to larger glacial outwash channels (GOL), therefore, flow
velocity and stage are controlled by the mainstem river.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Woody ……………………. Insufficient data
Available Spawning Area (ASA)… Insufficient data
Available Rearing Area (ARA)…... Insufficient data

Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Moderate
Coho
Negligible
Pink
Moderate
Chum
Moderate
Sockeye
Moderate
Chinook
Dolly Varden Low
Negligible
Steelhead

These channels are associate with the GOL
large glacial riverine systems and are
generally accessible to anadromous fish. ASA
decreases and ARA increases as the GSC
channel departs from the mainstem glacial
channel. Flow velocities decrease and the
number of side channel pools increase as
distance from the junction with the mainstem
increases. Chinook and chum salmon will
spawn in moderate densities where stream velocity and substrate are adequate, and in
areas where groundwater upwelling occurs. Chinook salmon juveniles will frequently
rear in these channels, and rearing coho will occasionally use stream bank habitat with
shrub cover. Sockeye salmon will spawn and rear where side channel pools are large or
backwater sloughs are nearby. Dolly Varden char will also occasionally spawn and rear
in GSC channels.
ARA
High
Negligible
Negligible
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Negligible

Riparian Management Considerations
Although natural sources of inchannel large
woody debris are generally low in GSC
channels, stable debris accumulations are
key habitat features for rearing Chinook
salmon and , to some extent, coho.

Management concern for:
Large woody debris
Sediment retention
Stream bank stability
Sideslope sensitivity
Flood plain protection need
Culvert fish passage

Moderate
Moderate
High
N/A
High
High

Stream banks are commonly composed of fines (sand, silt) and loosely consolidated
alluvium. Riparian shrub and forest vegetation is a very important factor for maintaining
stream bank stability in GSC channels. Maintenance of stream bank sensitivity is an
important management concern (BMPs 12.7, 13.16).
These streams are usually one component of very extensive glacial flood plain complexes.
Adjacent sloughs, small tributaries, beaver ponds, and wetlands are important fish and wildlife
habitats. Protection of these flood plain and wetland values is a primary management concern
(BMPs 12.4-12.6, 13.8, 13.16, 14.14)
GSC channels provide refuge habitat for juvenile salmonids. Therefore, maintenance of
unrestricted upstream migration through drainage structures is a key management concern (BMP
14.17).
Stream Class: GSC channels are classified as Stream Class I. A minimum 100 foot timber

harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform
Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………..Low
Enhancement Opportunities……….Beaver introduction
Encourage and manage beaver colonization to maximize fish rearing capability.

High Gradient Contained Process Group

The High Gradient Contained Process Group includes steep headwater channels
shallowly to deeply incised in mountianslope landforms. Stream flow is dependent upon
mountain slope runoff and may be intermittent. These channels both produce sediment
and transport it. High stream energy enables these streams to transport large sediment
loads during spring and fall flows. Over the long term HC channels act as conduits to
move large wood and gravel to downstream fish bearing streams. The associated riparian
area generally extends to the upper stream bank slope break. The Glacial High Gradient
Contained channel can also included in this process group.
The HC process group of channels often begin in Mountain Summit Landforms (10s),
and are found on the Mountianslope Landforms (30s), and Hills lanforms (40s). HCs will
also extend through the footslope landform (51 and 52) and Sloping lowlands (61
landform).
Channel Types:
Micro High Gradient Contained
High Gradient Contained Low Incision
High Gradient Contained Moderate Incision
High Gradient Contained Deep Incision
High Gradient Contained Upper Valley

Label:
HCO
HCL
HCM
HCD
HCV

Former CT label

HC0
HC1, HC2
HC5
HC4, HC6. HC9
HC3, HC8

The incision depth breaks determine the differences in the channel types within the HC
process group.
Incision Designation Depth Range
Low
Less than or equal to 2 meters
Moderate
2 to less than or equal 6 meters
Deep
Greater than 6 meters
Habitat Response Variables
Variable
WD

TLWD/M

TKWD/M

POOLS/KM

POOL SPACE

Percentile
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75

HC
8.3
11.1
13.0
0.23
0.34
0.48
0.07
0.08
0.27
50
60
100
2.4
3.4
5.7

Variable
RPD/CBW

D50

PLNGTH/M

REL_SUBMRG

POOL_SIZE

Percentile
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75

HC
0.06
0.08
0.09
36
93
135
0.17
0.28
0.44
3.3
4.8
11.4
0.43
0.59
1.02

Sediment Transport

Transitional

Sediment storage

Colluvial
Cascade
Step pool

HC

Plane Bed
Class III
Bedrock
Class II

Pool riffle

HC, AF
MC, MM
Class I

LC, FP, PA
High Gradient

Moderate

Low

Longitudinal profile of Stream Class, Process Group, sediment function, gradient and
corresponding Montgomery-Buffington channel forms. HC characteristics in red.

Micro High Gradient Contained Channel – HCO
Geomorphic Setting. The HCO is situated on moutainslopes, hillslopes and footslopes.
Often this is the first section of channelized stream on a mountainslope and can be fed by
springs or upslope swales and rills. On un-vegetated slopes HCLs may be detectable on
resource aerial photography, however on timbered slopes it is undetectable and can only
be verified by field reconnaissance.
Channel Characteristics:
Stream Gradient: > 6%,
Incision Depth: ≤ 3 m (10ft)
Channel Width: 0.3 to 1.5 m
Sideslope Length: ≤ 4.5m (15 ft)
Bed Substrate: Silt to coarse
gravel
Stream Bank Composition:
Bedrock, organic material
Associated Landform: 30s, 40s,
51, 52, and 61
Riparian Vegetation:
Overstory: Western .Hemlock,
Yellow Cedar,
Mountain.Hemlock, and Mixed
Conifer
Understory: shrub species
such as Blueberry and Sitka
Alder.

Management Considerations
HCOs are small channels that do not transport significant sediment loads. They do not
provide any fish habitat and usually designated as Stream Class IV. However, if situated
on a footslope landform and linked to a valley bottom channel that is Class I or II the
HCO may provide some resident fish habitat and therefore be given a Stream Class II
designation.

Channel Type Phases:
HCOw- Wetland phase. This phase of the HCO is situated on sloping wetlands
vegetated by scrub forest of shore Pine or mixed conifers with sphagnum and low sedge
ground cover. A step-pool morphology is typical of this channel type phase.

HCOw - channel width is 1-2 m, and gradient is 10%.

High Gradient Contained Low Incision Channel – HCL
Geomorphic Setting: The HCL
lies in upper headwater regions
of glacially scoured valleys.
Normally associated with
alpine, snow avalanche, and
sub-alpine mountain landforms,
less frequently on hill and
sloping lowlands. Often these
channels are the outlets to
alpine lakes, cirque basins and
hanging valleys.
They can extend from the cirque basin through high relief alpine or sub-alpine
sideslopes directly to the main valley floor. The HCL has shallow incision. The
gradient is steep but variable due to falls and cascades. These are singular linear
channels with bedrock control.
Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
communities are variable with Western
Hemlock series, Sitka Spruce and mixed
conifer series being the most dominant.
Non-forested species are also quite
common, representing 16% of the riparian
vegetation cover.

10m

Plant Association Series
Western Hemlock
Sitka Spruce
Mixed Conifer
Non-forest
Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar
Mountain Hemlock
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar

% cover
26%
21%
18%
16%
7%
6%
6%

HCL cross-section on a mountain slope.

5m

Inc.Depth
Bankfull
0m
10m

0

10m

2m

Channel Characteristics:
Stream Class:……………… III
Stream gradient:…………… greater than 6%
Incision Depth :……………. less than or equal to 2 m
Bankfull Width:……………..Variable
Dominant Substrate:……….. Coarse gravel to small boulder, and bedrock
Streambank composition:….. Bedrock, alluvium or colluvium
Sideslope Length:………….. < 10m, mean = 7.5m (25ft)
Sideslope angle:……………. Mean = 42%
Channel Pattern:……. ………Singular, linear
Drainage basin area:…………< 2.6km2 (< 1mi2)
Channel Type Phases:
HCLw - Wetland Phase, an HCL
situated in a sloping wetland land
type. The HCLw was formerly
labeled HC1.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: HCL channels function as sediment transport systems. Surface
erosion and hillslope mass wasting are the principal source of stream sediment load.
Stream flow responds quickly to intense rainfall and rain on snow events.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood
2700ft3/1000 linear ft
Available Spawning Area Negligible
Available Rearing Area
Negligible
Fish access to these channels is prevented by
high velocity stream flows and barriers. No
significant fish habitat occurs within these
channels. However, if resident fish
populations (e.g. grayling or rainbow trout) are
present in the associated alpine lakes, the
confluence of the stream and lake may be used
for spawning. Typically HCL channels affect
downstream anadromous fish habitat through
transport of sediment, large wood, nutrients and aquatic species.
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Coho
Negligible
Pink
Negligible
Chum
Negligible
Sockeye
Negligible
Dolly Varden Negligible
Steelhead
Negligible

ARA
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Riparian Management Considerations
The significant amount of bedrock influence
Concern of Management for:
makes HCL channels fairly stable. However, the
Large Wood
Low
unstable shallow soils on steep channel sideslopes Sediment Retention
Low
present a high risk for mass erosion when
Stream Bank Sensitivity Low
disturbed by road construction or timber
Sideslope Sensitivity
Moderate
harvesting (BMPs 13.5, 14.2, 14.3).
Flood Plain Protection
N/A
These are classified a Stream Class III. Timber
Culvert Fish Passage
N/A
harvesting unit design should incorporate water
quality protection needs for these streams (BMPs 13.2, 13.3).

Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………… Low
Enhancement Opportunities……….. N/A
Stream Class
Most HCLs will be designated as Stream Class III. However transition sections may
contain short reaches of Class II habitat.

High Gradient Contained Moderate Incision Channel – HCM
Geomorphic Setting: The
HCM lies in upper headwater
regions of glacially scoured
valleys. Normally associated
with alpine, snow avalanche,
and sub-alpine mountain
landforms, less frequently on
hill and sloping lowlands.
Often these channels are located
mid-slope or on the footslope of
mountainslope landforms.
cirque basins and hanging
The HCM has moderate incision (2 to 6 meters). valleys.
They are singular linear
channels, channel bed and banks consist of alluvium with intermittent bedrock
sections. HCM channels may lie between HCD (deep incision) channels and valley
bottom MM or FP channels.
10m
HCM cross-section on a mountainslope.

5m

Incision
Depth

Bankfull
0m
10m

0

10m

4m

Channel Characteristics:
Stream Class:……………….III, II
Stream gradient:…………… greater than 6%
Incision Depth :……………. 2 to 6 m,
Bankfull Width:……………..Variable
Dominant Substrate:……….. Coarse gravel to small boulder and bedrock
Streambank composition:….. Alluvium, colluvium or Bedrock
Sideslope Length:………….. < 15m, mean = 10m (33ft)
Sideslope angle:……………. < 30%, mean = 19%
Channel Pattern:……. ………Singular, linear
Drainage basin area:…………< 2.6km2 (< 1mi2)
.
Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
Plant Association Series
communities are variable with Western
Western Hemlock
Hemlock/blueberry the most common.
Non forest
Nonforested communities and Sitka Spruce are
Sitka Spruce
also prevalent. Salmonberry and Sitka Alder
Mixed Conifer
shrub communities are common, occurring on
Shore Pine
46% of the sites sampled.
Channel Type Phases
HCMh – Shrub Phase, riparian vegetation consists of brush vegetation.

% cover
38%
27%
17%
12%
2%

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: HCM channels function as sediment transport systems. If situated
on an alluvial/colluvial footslope, stream bank erosion can introduce significant sediment
loads. Most sediment is rapidly transported downstream. Some retention of fine sediment
occurs in small pools behind woody debris jams. Stream flow responds quickly to intense
rainfall and rain on snow events.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood
4200ft3/1000 linear ft
Available Spawning Area Low
Available Rearing Area
Low
Due to high streamflow velocities, HCM
channels are only occasionally accessible to
anadromous species. Lower reaches near the
confluence with accessible valley channels
have the best fish habitat potential. HCM
channels have marginal spawning potential and
limited rearing capability. Over-wintering
capability is insignificant . They are used
primarily by Dolly Varden char. Due to their
location in sediment source areas of a watershed, they can affect downstream fish habitat
productivity.
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Coho
Low
Pink
Negligible
Chum
Negligible
Sockeye
Negligible
Dolly Varden Moderate
Steelhead
Negligible

ARA
Low
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Moderate
Negligible

Riparian Management Considerations
HCM channel have high woody debris loading.
Maintenance of this large wood source is
important in that the wood traps bedload sediment
and forms pool habitat for resident fish (BMP
12.6)
Unconsolidated alluvial bank material in some
channel segments makes the streams moderately
susceptible to bank erosion and lateral channel
migration (BMPs 13.16, 13.9, 14.17).

Concern of Management for:
Large Wood
Moderate
Sediment Retention
Low
Stream Bank Sensitivity Moderate
Sideslope Sensitivity
Low
Flood Plain Protection
N/A
Culvert Fish Passage
Low

Fish passage through road culverts located near the confluence of HCM channels with
lower gradient channels can be a concern (BMP 14.7).
Stream Class: HCMs are classified as Class II or III streams. A minimum 100 ft timber
harvest buffer is occasionally required where significant resident fish populations occur
(Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).
If stream harvest buffers are not required (Class III channels), harvest unit design should
account for water quality protection requirements for these streams (BMPs 13.2, 13.3).

Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………… N/A
Enhancement Opportunities……….. Large wood placement
Stream segments which are tributary to low gradient flood plain channels can provide
opportunities for large wood placement to create pool habitat for resident or anadromous
fish, particularly Dolly Varden char, cutthroat, and steelhead.

High Gradient Upper Valley Channel – HCV
(Formerly - HC3 and HC8)

Geomorphic Setting: The HCV channel is found in steep sided narrow V-shaped,
valleys. HCvs are typically upper valley tributaries. Valley sideslopes often
extend immediately to the stream’s edge, but can be separated by short, steep
upper bank sideslopes. Flow containment is excellent, due to the deep incision and
proximity of valley sideslopes. Cascades, low vertical falls and bedrock
knickpoints are common features. HCVs can also be found in broken hilly or
rolling terrain. In these situations, the stream is straight, moderate to deeply
incised and directly controlled by steep hillslopes or bedrock fault lines.

HCV

HCMw

The HCV is the upper
section of the photo.
Cascades and falls
dominate the stream bed.
The segment in the
foreground is a HCMw.

Channel Structure:
10m

5m

Bankfull
0m
10m

0

10m

Channel Characteristics:
Stream Class………………. II, III
Stream gradient:…………… greater than 6%,
Incision Depth :……………. Variable, valley sideslopes form upper banks
Bankfull Width:……………..Variable, mean = 7m (23 ft)
Dominant Substrate:……….. Small cobble to bedrock
Streambank composition:….. Bedrock, alluvium or colluvium
Sideslope Length:………….. Variable , mean = 21m (69ft)
Sideslope angle:……………. Variable, mean = 62%;
Channel Pattern:…………… Singular, linear
Drainage basin area:…………< 2.6 -13km2 (1-5mi2)

.
Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
communities are dominated by Western
Hemlock series, non-forested salmonberry
and Sitka alder shrub communities.

Plant Association Series
Western Hemlock
Non-forest
Sitka Spruce
Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar
Mixed Conifer

% cover
46%
16%
13%
12%
5%
4%

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: HCV channels are sediment transport systems. Steep
mountainslopes may contribute significant amounts of sediment from mass wasting.
Steep channel gradients and high stream power limit sediment storage, therefore,
sediment is rapidly delivered to downstream channels. Stream flow responds quickly to
intense rainfall events.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood
2100ft3/1000 linear ft
Available Spawning Area Insufficient data
Available Rearing Area
Insufficient data
Due to high streamflow velocities, HCV
Indicator Species Ratings
channels are generally not accessible to
MIS
ASA
anadromous species. These channels contain
Coho
Low
very little spawning habitat for anadromous
Pink
Negligible
fish species, and, where accessible, minimal
Chum
Negligible
rearing habitat. Resident Dolly Varden char
Sockeye
Negligible
inhabit these streams to some extent. HCV
Dolly Varden Low
channels typically affect downstream
Steelhead
Negligible
anadromous fish habitat through transport of
sediment, large woody debris, nutrients and aquatic insects.

ARA
Low
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Moderate
Negligible

Riparian Management Considerations
Maintenance of in channel large wood to
trap sediments is a moderate riparian
management concern (BMP 12.6)

Concern of Management for:
Large Wood
Moderate
Sediment Retention
Low
Stream Bank Sensitivity Moderate
Sideslope Sensitivity
Moderate to High
Flood Plain Protection
N/A
Culvert Fish Passage
Low

These channels have moderate stream
bank sensitivity, due to reaches with
unconsolidated alluvium. Measures to
protect stream bank sensitivity should be
incorporated into riparian timber harvest prescriptions (BMPs 13.16, 13.9)

Steep sideslopes are also frequently associated with the more deeply incised channel
segments, therefore, road construction and timber yarding activities on these channels
may pose a risk for mass erosion (BMPs 13.5, 13.9, 13.16, 14.2, 14.3, 14.7-14.9).
High sediment bed loads and debris loads transported by these streams present a
significant risk to stream crossing structure and downstream fish habitat (BMPs 14.7,
14.20).
Stream Class: HCVs are Class II and III streams. A minimum 100 ft timber harvest
buffer is occasionally required where significant resident fish populations occur (Tongass
Timber Reform Act, 1991).
If stream harvest buffers are not required (Class III channels), harvest unit design should
account for water quality protection requirements for these streams (BMPs 13.2, 13.3).

Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………… Low
Enhancement Opportunities……….. Large wood placement
Placement of large wood structures can provide pool for Dolly Varden rearing, and
increase spawning area.
Channel Type Phases:
HCVi – Glacial phase. Formerly labeled as HC8. The HCVi emanates from a small
upper valley glacier. Therefore glacial silt is carried by this channel. Riparian vegetation
is dominated by non-forested plant communities such as salmonberry, willow and Sitka
alder. No anadromous fish accessibility due barriers, as falls and cascades are common
features. If connected to a larger Glacial Outwash river system, some Class I habitat may
be present in transitional lower gradient reaches near the confluence with the main valley
river. Peak flow occurs during the spring/summer melt season and again in the fall during
the heavy rainfall season.

High Gradient Contained Deeply Incised – HCD
(formerly HC4, HC6 and HC9)

Geomorphic Setting: HCD channels are
found on mountainslopes and hill
landforms. They occur in large ravines,
with a consistent sideslope length greater
than 10m (33ft). They usually begin as
first order streams and commonly extend to
ridge tops and summits. HCDs may extend
from the alpine zone to the footslope or
valley floor landforms. Snow avalanche
chutes may be associated with HCD
channels. On steep moutainslopes along
inlets and straits, these channels may
extend directly to saltwater.

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
communities are dominated by Western
Hemlock series, non-forested
communities, which occur on disturbed
channel sideslopes, are also common.

Plant Association Series
Western Hemlock
Non-forest
Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar
Mixed Conifer
Sitka Spruce
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar

% cover
41%
15%
12%
12%
11%
7%

Channel Structure
10m

Incision
Depth

5m

Bankfull
0m
10m

Channel Characteristics:
Stream Class: III
Stream gradient: > 6% mean = 27%
Incision Depth: > 6m, mean = 22m (73ft)
Bankfull Width: Variable, mean = 6m
Dominant Substrate: Bedrock, boulders,
cobble
Streambank composition: Bedrock,
alluvium or colluvium
Sideslope Length: > 10m (33ft), mean =
15m (50ft)
Sideslope angle: Very steep, mean =
115%
Channel Pattern: Singular, linear
Drainage basin area: < 2.6 km2 (1mi2)

0

10m

> 6m

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: HCD channels are sediment transport systems. Channel
sideslopes are often highly unstable, with a high sediment input potential. Landslides
entering the channel may result in debris torrents that scour a significant length of stream.
Steep gradient channels rapidly deliver sediment to downstream reaches. Stream flow
responds quickly to intense rainfall events. Short term entrapment of minor volumes of
sediment is provided by large wood. These deposits rapidly become mobile during high
flow events.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood
4500ft3/1000 linear ft
Available Spawning Area Insufficient data
Available Rearing Area
Insufficient data
HCD channels are generally not accessible to
anadromous or resident fish species because of
high stream gradient, high flow velocity m
seasonally low water and migration barriers.
These channels contain negligible spawning
habitat.

Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Coho
Negligible
Pink
Negligible
Chum
Negligible
Sockeye
Negligible
Dolly Varden Negligible
Steelhead
Negligible

ARA
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Riparian Management Considerations
Large woody debris is a relatively important
factor controlling the routing of sediment through
HCD channels. Considerable in-channel storage
of sediment occurs behind log steps and small
debris jams, however, retention of fine sediment is
low due to high stream flow energy. Excessive
amount of large wood in these channels can be as
factor in the initiation of destructive debris
torrents (BMP 12.6)

Concern of Management for:
Large Wood
Moderate
Sediment Retention
Low
Stream Bank Sensitivity Moderate
Sideslope Sensitivity
High
Flood Plain Protection
N/A
Culvert Fish Passage
Low

Sideslope sensitivity and erosion potential are high in HCD channels due to over
steepened slopes (BMPs 13.5, 13.9, 3.16, 14.2, 14.3, 14.7-14.9, 14.17).
Stream bank and sideslope disturbance associated with road cuts and timber yarding may
result in mass wasting and significant sediment delivery to downstream channels.
High bed load sediment and debris loads carried in these streams can pose a high risk to
stream crossing structures and downstream fish habitat (BMPs 14.17, 14.20).

Stream Class: HCDs are Class III streams. A minimum 100 ft timber harvest buffer is
occasionally required where significant resident fish populations occur (Tongass Timber
Reform Act, 1991).

Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………… N/A
Enhancement Opportunities……….. N/As

HCD Channel Type Phases
HCDw – Wetland Phase (formerly HC4);
HCDi – Glacial Phase (formerly HC9)
HCDw - High Gradient Deeply Incised wetland phase

HCDw

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
communities are dominated by Mixed
Conifer series. Other common riparian plant
communities include Shore pine, nonforested and Western Hemlock/blueberry
series.

Geomorphic Setting:
HCDw channels are situated
in wide valley footslopes
lowlands with undulating
terrain dominated by
muskegs, muskeg plateaus
and bench lands. Typically
the landform slope is less
than 60%. HCD channels
draining steep
mountainslopes are often
immediately upstream of
HCDw channels.
Plant Association Series
Mixed Conifer
Shore Pine
Non-forest
Western Hemlock
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar

% cover
40%
15%
12%
10%
10%

In-channel view of HCDw.
Stream Class: HCDw channels are
Class II or III streams.

HCDi – High Gradient Deeply Incised Glacial Phase
Geomorphic setting:
HCDi is situated in upper
valley or mountainslope
and emanates from alpine
glaciers.
Function: The HCDi
functions as sediment
transport channels, glacial
silt load is high. Peak flow
occurs during the
spring/summer melt season
and again in the fall during
the heavy rainfall season.

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
communities are dominated by non-forested Sitka
alder and willow shrub and the Mountain
Hemlock series.

Plant Association Series
Non-forest
Mountain Hemlock
Sitka Spuce-Cottonwood
Western Hemlock

% cover
62%
24%
8%
3%

Aquatic Habitat
These channels are inaccessible to anadromous and resident fish species due to high
streamflow velocities and presence of local and downstream barriers.
Riparian Management Considerations
Stream bank and sideslope sensitivity are
moderate for HCDi channels. Sideslope mass
wasting of glacial till or shallow soils can
contribute to sediment loads, however, sediment
contributions from glacial meltwater tend to
greatly overshadow in-channel sediment sources.

Concern of Management for:
Large Wood
Low
Sediment Retention
Low
Stream Bank Sensitivity Moderate
Sideslope Sensitivity
Moderate
Flood Plain Protection
N/A
Culvert Fish Passage
Low

High bedload sediment transport poses a
significant risk to stream crossing structures (BMPs 14.17, 14.20).
Stream Class: HCDi are Class III streams.
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………………… N/A
Enhancement Opportunities……….. N/As

Low Gradient Contained Process Group

Stream Gradient: 0 to 2%
Hydrologic Function: Store and transport sediment (transitional)
Stream Class: I or II

Channel Types: LCS - Small Low Gradient Contained
LCM - Medium Low Gradient Contained
LCL – Large Low Gradient Contained

Situated in large valleys or lowlands, these low gradient channels are moderately incised
and well contained due to the structural control. Flow depth increases with higher flow
volume as lateral adjustment is very limited. Sediment function is mixed as these
channels provide temporary storage in pockets associated with bedrock knickpoints or
large woody debris.
Riparian areas are discontinuous, not always discernible and generally less than 46
meters (150 ft) wide.
The LC process group fits the bedrock type in the Montgomery and Buffington
classification, with plane-bed morphology also significant.
Table 1. Habitat Variables for the LC Process Grpup
Percentiles

MC_LC
Groups

25
50
75
25
50
75

9.2
14.5
21.0
0.20
0.28
0.42

TKWD/M

25
50
75

0.05
0.07
0.09

POOLS/KM

25
50
75

POOL SPACE

25
50
75

Variable
WD

TLWD/M

Percenti
les

MC_LC
Groups

25
50
75
25
50
75

0.04
0.07
0.08
38
88
158

PLNGTH/M

25
50
75

0.20
0.32
0.51

30
50
60

REL_SUBMRG

25
50
75

4.2
8.1
20.7

2.2
3.7
4.8

POOL_SIZE

25
50
75

0.48
0.72
0.92

Variable
RPD/CBW

D50

Landscape position within a valley
bottom. Main stem alternates
between FP and LC process group
channels.

LC in a broad lowland plane.
Structural control is evident from
the rectangular stream coarse
pattern.

Small Low Gradient Contained Channel
Mapping Symbol: LCS
.
Channel Characteristics
Stream Gradient: 0 to 2%
Incision Depth: less than 10 m (33 ft)
Bankfull Width: less than10m (33ft)
Dominant Substrate: Coarse gravel to bedrock
Stream Bank Composition: Bedrock or mixed
Sideslope length: less than20 m (66 ft)
Sideslope angle: less than 50%
Associated Landforms: 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s
PlantAssociation:WesternHemlock/Blueberry,MixedConiferseries,SitkaSpruce/Blueberry

Management Considerations
See LCM section.

Medium Width Low Gradient Contained Channel
Mapping Symbol: LCM
(formerly LC1)
Channel Characteristics
Stream Gradient: 0 to 2%
Incision Depth: less than10 m (33 ft)
Channel Width: 10 to 20 m (33-66ft)
Dominant Substrate: Coarse gravel to bedrock
Stream Bank Composition: Bedrock or mixed
Sideslope length: less than 20 m (66 ft)
Sideslope Angle: less than 50%
Associated Landforms: 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s
PlantAssociation:WesternHemlock/Blueberry,Mixed Conifer series, Sitka Spruce/B.berry
Phases: LCMl (glide), LCMo (moraine).

Figure 1. Plane-bed morphology in an LCM .

Composite LCM cross-section and sideslope profiles.

Wbf – 54ft (16.5m), ID – 13ft (4m)
Plant Association Series

% Cover
LCM LCMg
Western Hemlock
43% 15%
Mixed Conifer
15% 23%
Sitka Spruce
12% 19%
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar
12% 31%
Shore Pine
9%
--Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar 2%
--Non-forest
4%
5%
Mountain Hemlock
--6%

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian
plant communities are dominantly
western hemlock series, with the
Sitka Spruce series and mixed
conifer series also being significant.
The LCMl phase is dominated by the
Sitka spruce and western hemlockred cedar series. Non-forest riparian
plant communities are dominated by
red alder, willow and salmonberry
shrub communities.

Channel Type phases:
LCMl – Glide Phase tends to occur where channel base level is controlled by a
downstream feature such as resistant bedrock outcrops or a lake inlet or outlet.
LCMo- Moraine Phase has bank control from glacial moraine deposits. Stream substrate
has a larger boulder component, and sideslope stability may be lower than is typical for
LCM channels.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: LCM channels store and transport sediment. Stream substrate is
predominantly bedrock and larger boulder and cobble material intermingled with pockets
of gravel or cobble sized material. Silt, sand and fine gravels are typically flushed
through LCM channels. During high flow events, which are well contained by stable
upper banks, fines to cobble size material are mobilized and transported downstream.

Large woody debris volumes are relatively low in these channels. Where large woody
debris accumulations do occur, significant amounts of coarse to fine gravels and sand can
be retained.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large wood……………………………2000 ft3 / 1000 linear feet
Available Spawning Area (ASA)…….. Average = 6% for 25 sites
Available Rearing Area (ARA)…......... Average = 18% for 25 sites
LCM channels are frequently accessible to
anadromous species, however, partial or
complete barriers can occur at bedrock
knickpoints. These channels are frequently
used by spawning pink, chum, and steelhead
species, and occasionally by coho. Spawning
areas are limited due to the predominately
large substrates. LCM channels may have
limited rearing potential, except in areas of
large wood accumulations. Steelhead and
resident Dolly Varden frequently use boulder-pool habitat in these channels for rearing.
LCM channels provide extensive over-wintering habitat for steelhead trout.
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
ARA
Moderate Moderate
Coho
Moderate Negligible
Pink
Moderate Negligible
Chum
Low
Negligible
Sockeye
Negligible Negligible
Chinook
High
Dolly Varden High
Moderate High
Steelhead

Riparian Management Considerations
In-channel wood accumulations have limited
influence on channel form and habitat capability
due to the large degree of bedrock control. Large
wood enters the channel primarily form stream
sideslopes. High flows in these well contained
channels tend to move all but the most stable wood
accumulations downstream or push debris to
channel margins.

Concern for Management of:
Large Wood
Low
Sediment Retention
Low
Stream Bank Stability Low
Sideslope Sensitvity
Moderate
Flood Plain Protection N/A
Culvert/Fish Passage Low

Stream banks are generally stable due to bedrock influence. Sideslopes can be susceptible
to mass wasting erosion in areas with higher than average sideslope angles or in channel
segments with weathered bedrock, glacial till, or volcanic ash parent materials. Road
construction near LCM channels should emphasize maintenance of channel sideslopes
stability (BMPs 14.2, 14.3, 14.7, 14.8)
Stream Class: These are classified as Class I or II streams. A minimum 100 foot timber
harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform
Act, 1991). Control of in-channel operations is another important riparian management
concern (BMP 14.14)

Riparian Management Opportunities:
Sport Fish Potential ………………….Moderate
Enhancement Opportunities………….Large wood placement and barrier modification
Sport fishing opportunities are generally limited to bedrock scour pools and pools below
waterfalls. Primary species of interest include steelhead, Dolly Varden and pink salmon.
Opportunities exist for increasing limited rearing and spawning area by anchoring large
pieces of wood in LCM channels. Bedrock falls and cascades can be obstructions to
upstream fish migration. Barrier modification may also be an enhancement opportunity.

Adjustment of Existing LC1 in the GIS database
LC1

total samples
Re-map as LCS
Re-map as LCM
Re-map as LCL

60
7
42
11

From a review of the Channel Type Verification data, 68% of the presently mapped LC1
channels should fit into the LCM channel type based on bankfull width measurements.
Of the remaining, 18% fit LCL criteria and 11% would be reclassified as LCS.

Large Low Gradient Contained Channel
Mapping Symbol: LCL
Channel Characteristics
Stream Gradient: 0 to 2%
Incision Depth: less than 10 m (33 ft)
Channel Width: greater than 20 m (66ft)
Dominant Substrate: Coarse gravel to bedrock
Stream Bank Composition: Bedrock or mixed
Sideslope length: less than 20 m (66 ft)
Sideslope Angle: less than 50%
Associated Landforms: 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s
PlantAssociation:WesternHemlock/Blueberry,MixedConiferseries,SitkaSpruce/Blueberry

Figure 2. Bedrock banks, plane bed form with pockets of sediment.

Management Considerations:

See LCM section.

Moderate Gradient Contained Process Group
.

Stream gradient: 2-6%
Sediment transport function.
Stream Class I or II.

This process group is located in middle to lower valley locations. Stream flow is
completely contained by adjacent valley wall landforms and or bedrock upper channel
banks. Stream bank and stream bed erosion is controlled by bedrock. These channels
function as sediment transport and delivery conduits. Gravel bars are infrequent. Riparian
areas are limited to the stream bank influence zone, less than 30.5 meters (100ft).
The MC process group encompasses bedrock and step-pool channel morphology as
described by Montgomery and Buffington, 1997. A bedrock channel bed is dominant

with intermittent alluvial bed. Sediment may be temporarily stored in scour holes, or
behind flow obstructions. Step-pool morphology is described as longitudinal steps
formed by large clasts material organized into discrete channel-spanning accumulations
that separate pools (Montgomery, 1997). Channel roughness is provided by bedrock
boulders, and large wood. Flow depth increases with increased flow, as these are well
contained channels with little to no lateral adjustment capability.
Table 1. Habitat Variables for the combined MC and LC process groups.
Percentiles

MC_LC
Groups

25
50
75
25
50
75

9.2
14.5
21.0
0.20
0.28
0.42

TKWD/M

25
50
75

0.05
0.07
0.09

POOLS/KM

25
50
75

POOL SPACE

25
50
75

Variable
WD

TLWD/M

Percenti
les

MC_LC
Groups

25
50
75
25
50
75

0.04
0.07
0.08
38
88
158

PLNGTH/M

25
50
75

0.20
0.32
0.51

30
50
60

REL_SUBMRG

25
50
75

4.2
8.1
20.7

2.2
3.7
4.8

POOL_SIZE

25
50
75

0.48
0.72
0.92

Variable
RPD/CBW

D50

Small Moderate Gradient Contained Channel
Mapping Symbol: MCS (formerly MC1)

Geographic setting: The MCS is found in glacially scoured lowland landforms.
Hillslope landforms are often immediately adjacent. Less frequently the MCS is situated
in middle to upper valley positions or low elevation drainage divides
Composite of cross-section in a valley segment, Average bankfull depth and width,
sideslope angle and incision depth.

Wbf – 18ft (5.5 m), ID-10ft (3m).

In-channel
view of MCS
channel.
Bedrock
dominates
stream bed
and banks.
Large wood
bridges the
channel.

Channel Characteristics:
Stream Class: I or II (provides limited andromous and resident habitat)
Incision Depth: <4 m (13 ft), mean = 3 m (10 ft)
Bankfull Width: 1.5 to 10 m (33 ft)
Dominant Substrate: Cobble to bedrock
Stream Bank Composition: Bedrock or mixed
Sideslope Length: <20 m (66 ft)
Sideslope Angle: Average = 42% (25degrees)
Associated Landforms: 61, 62, 40s
Channel Pattern: Single, linear rectagular pattern
Drainage Basin area: 2- 5 km2 (1-2 mi2)
Similar Channel Types:
MCM: width >10m;
MMS: bedrock is a minor component of bed and banks,
small active flood plain
MMM: bankfull width 10-15 m (33-50 ft)
Plant Association:Mixed conifer/Blueberry, Nonforest, and Hemlock/Blueberry
Phases: MCSw (formerly MC1m)
Plant Association Series
Mixed conifer
Non-forest
Western Hemlock
Shore Pine
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar
Mountain Hemlock
Western Hemlock- Alaska Cedar

% cover
27%
18%
15%
14%
8%
7%
7%

. Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant
communities are dominated by the mixed
conifer series, with significant
components of non-forested plant
communities, shore pine series, and
western hemlock series. The non-forested
component is predominantly muskeg bog
communities

Channel Type phases:
MCSw – Wetland phase is typically a high energy system with muskeg bog and shrub
riparian vegetation. Fish habitat associated with large wood may be less in this phase than
is typical for MCS channel types.
MCSr – Bedrock gorge phase. Descrpitive information follows the MCM section

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: MCS channels function as sediment transport systems. Moderate
gradients and flow containment result in moderate stream energy. Material delivered by
high gradient, contained channels is quickly transported downstream. In-channel storage
of fine sediment (sands and gravels) is minor. Stream banks and sidelopes contribute
very little to sediment loads in MCS channels.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood……..………………………< 1000 ft3 / 1000 linear ft.
Available Spawning Area (ASA)………....Average = 5% for 24 sites
Available Rearing Area (ARA) …………. Average = 15% for 24 sites

MCS channels are generally not accessible to
anadromous species because of downstream
barriers. If accessible, spawning habitat is
limited, with spawning gravels occurring in
patches separated by bedrock or boulder
substrate. Coho salmon and Dolly Varden char
spawn in these channels. While the ATA is
rated low to moderate, coho and Dolly Varden
use the pools (19% of active water) for
summer rearing. Over-wintering habitat is
minimal, due to the relatively shallow pools (mean depth = 0.18 meters, 0.6 ft).
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Coho
Low
Pink
Negligible
Chum
Negligible
Sockeye
Negligible
Chinook
Negligible
Dolly Varden Low
Steelhead
Negligible

ARA
Moderate
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Low
Negligible

Riparian Management Considerations
The MCS channel type is very stable with few quality,
Management concern for:
Large Wood
Low fish habitat, or riparian management concerns. These are
Sediment Retention
Low well contained channels with significant bedrock control
Stream Bank Stability Low for stream banks and stream bed. Sediment retention is
Sideslope Sensitivity Low low due to moderate gradient and limited sediment
Flood Plain Protection N/A sources from stable sideslopes.
Culvert Fish Passage Low
Upper segments of MCS channels and most headwater
reaches are not accessible to anadromous fish, however, anadromous fish passage
through culvert crossings can be an important management concern in some stream
segments (BMP 14.17).
MCS channels are Class I or II streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is
required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).

Riparian Management Opportunities:
Sport Fish Potential……………..N/A
Enhancement Opportunities…….N/A

Medium Moderate Gradient Contained Channel
Mapping Symbol: MCM (formerly MC2)
Geographic Setting: MCM channels are associated with glacially scoured lowland and
low relief hillslope landforms. These well contained channels are confined by adjacent
landforms. MCM channels are typically tributary or upper valley streams with small to
moderate sized drainage basins. Bedrock control of channel banks and stream bed is
prevalent, resulting in a single linear to rectangular channel pattern.
Composite of cross-section in a valley segment, Average bankfull depth and width,
sideslope angle and incision depth

In-channel
view. Note
gravel deposit
and bedrock
knickpoint,
small and large
boulders.

Channel Characteristics:
Stream Class: I or II (provides limited andromous and resident habitat)
Incision Depth: variable can be up to 20 m (13-66 ft), mean = 13 m (43 ft)
Bankfull Width: 10-20 m (66 ft)
Dominant Substrate: Cobble, boulder, bedrock
Stream Bank Composition: Bedrock to mixed
Sideslope Length: 4-20 m (13-66 ft)
Sideslope Angle :<100%
Associated Landforms: 40s, 60s, 51
Similar Channel Types:
MCS: width<10m
MCL: >20 m (66 ft)
Plant Association: Western.Hemlock/Blueberry, Mixed conifer/Blueberry,
Sitka.Spruce/Blueberry

Plant Association Series
Western Hemlock
Mixed conifer
Sitka Spruce
Western Hemlock- Alaska Cedar
Non-forest
Mountain Hemlock
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar

% cover
40%
15%
14%
11%
6%
6%
5%

Riparian Vegetation: The dominant
riparian plant community is the western
hemlock series, with Western hemlock
/blueberry being the most common plant
association. The mixed conifer series and
the sitka spruce series are also significant
riparian vegetation components. Nonforested plant communities are important
stream edge communities with red alder

and muskeg bog being the most dominant.
Channel Type Phases
MCMr (formerly MC3) Bedrock gorge. This channel is exclusively associated with
valley bottom gorge landform (54). The channel cuts through bedrock and has long, steep
vertical walls. One or more major falls may be present. Mean incision depth is 20m
(66ft). More descriptive information is provided below.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: MCM channels are sediment transport systems. Stream energy is
high due to moderate channel gradient and high flow containment. As a result, inchannel sediment storage, as gravel bars, is low. Fine sediment is easily flushed through
these channels. Stream bank erosion is variable due to a high degree of bedrock control.
Shallow mass wasting of weathered bedrock and poorly consolidated glacial till on
channel sideslopes, though generally not frequent, is a primary source of sediment in
MCM channels.

Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood……….………………………5700 ft3 / 1000 linear ft.
Available Spawning Area (ASA)………....Average = < 1% for 19 sites
Available Rearing Area (ARA) …………. Average = 11% for 19 sites

MCM channels are moderately accessible to
anadromous species as migration barriers
ARA
frequently occur within these stream reaches.
Moderate
Negligible Coho and Dolly Varden will use isolated
Negligible pockets of spawning gravel. Coho, steelhead
Negligible and Dolly Varden will take advantage of the
Negligible moderate ARA (11%). Most rearing habitat is
associated with pools (11% of water surface
Moderate
area) that have cover provided by large debris
Moderate
jams and boulders. Overwintering habitat is
marginal in MCM channels. Other anadromous species make minimal use of available
spawning and rearing areas.
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Coho
Low
Pink
Low
Chum
Low
Sockeye
Negligible
Chinook
Negligible
Dolly Varden Moderate
Steelhead
Low

Riparian Management Considerations
Large wood volume is moderately high in MCM
Management concern for:
Large Wood
Mod channels, however, much of this wood is suspended
Sediment Retention
Low above the level of normal stream flow stage and along
Stream Bank Stability Low channel banks. Therefore, in many stream segments,
Sideslope Sensitivity Low large wood may not contribute significantly to in–
Flood Plain Protection N/A channel habitat. Wood transport is less than in low
Culvert Fish Passage Low gradient contained channels, such as LCS and LCM
channel types due to lower flow volume. The limited
spawning and rearing habitat available in MCM stream segments is mostly associated
with woody debris. Much of this wood is derived from shallow mass wasting and
blowdown along steep (75%) channel sideslopes. Wood jams trap bedload sediment and
are important in maintaining pool habitat. Therefore, management of large wood
recruitment is a moderate concern (BMP 12.6).
Shallow organic soils and weathered bedrock along MCM sideslopes are susceptible to
mass wasting. Stream sideslopes disturbance from road construction (BMPs 14.7, 14.8,
14.12) is a moderate concern. These potentially unstable areas, should be considered in
the location, design, and construction of roads within MCM riparian areas (BMPs 14.2,
14.3).
Suitable bridge crossing sites can be difficult to find on MCM channels because of
moderate channel incision depth and steep channel sidelopes. Culverts are not generally
appropriate crossing structures in these channels because of high flow volume and debris
transport potential. Anadromous fish passage is another common concern for crossing
structure design and maintenance (BMPs 14.17, 14.20).

MCM channels are classified as Class I or II streams. A minimum 100 foot timber
harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform
Act, 1991).

Riparian Management Opportunities:
Sport Fish Potential……………..Low
Enhancement Opportunities…….Large Wood Placement and Barrier Modification
Placement of large wood structures can be utilized to improve marginal spawning and
rearing habitat. Boulder and rock structures can also be used effectively to enhance
habitat in MCM channel types. Barrier modification is viable in some situations where
falls are mot numerous and sufficient upstream habitat exists.

Channel type phase:
Small or Medium Moderate Gradient Contained Bedrock Gorge
Mapping Symbol: MCSr or MCMr
(Formerly: Deeply Incised Moderate Gradient Contained Channel, MC3)

Geographic Setting: MCSr or
MCMr streams are exclusively
associated with the valley bottom
gorge landform (symbol 54).
Steep walls and bedrock banks
and streambed are typical. One or
more major falls may be present.

Gorge phase. This was originally a separate channel type (MC3). Typically,
this phase is associated with valley bottom gorge landforms. It will be
classified by channel width criteria first. Of the 10 samples in the CT
verification database, bankfull width ranges from 4.5 to 15 m, therefore
classified as MCSr and MCMr channels.

.Channel Characteristics:
Stream Class: I or II (provides limited andromous and resident habitat)
Incision Depth: variable can be greater than 20 m (66 ft)
Bankfull Width: variable 5 to 20 m (66 ft), therefor MCS or MCM channel types
Dominant Substrate: Cobble, boulder, bedrock
Stream Bank Composition: Bedrock to mixed
Sideslope Length: can be > 20m (66 ft)
Sideslope Angle :<100%
Associated Landforms: 54
Similar Channel Types: HCV, Upper valley bottom, gradient > 6%
Plant Association: Western.Hemlock/Blueberry, Mixed conifer/Blueberry,
Sitka.Spruce/Blueberry
Composite cross-section and sideslopes.

Riparian Vegetation: The dominant
riparian plant community is the western
hemlock series, with Western hemlock
/blueberry being the most common plant
association. The Sitka Spruce series and
the non-forested plant communities are
also significant. Non-forested plant
communities, dominated by Sitka alder
and Devil’s Club shrub communities, occur as a fringe 23 % of the time.
Plant Association Series
Western Hemlock
Sitka Spruce
Non-forest
Mixed Conifer
Western Hemlock- Red Cedar
Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar

% cover
54%
12%
12%
10%
7%
5%

Management Considerations
Hydrologic function: Regardless of the position of MCXr channels in the watershed
network, they function as sediment transport systems. High gradient tributary channels

route sediment to the MCXr streams. Bedrock falls, boulder strewn cascades, and steep
gradient chutes are common features. High stream energy produces efficient transport of
both coarse bedload and fine sediment particles.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood………..………………………Insufficient data
Available Spawning Area (ASA)……….....Insufficient data
Available Rearing Area (ARA) …………. .Insufficient data
These channels have very limited accessibility
to anadromous species due to presence of
ARA
passage barriers.
Low
Negligible Typically MCXr channels may get limited use
Negligible from spawning steelhead and coho salmon,
Negligible because spawning gravels tend to be scattered
Negligible in small pockets. Dolly Varden char will also
spawn in MCXr channels. Rearing coho
Moderate
occasionally make minor use of these streams.
Low
Dolly Varden and steelhead often rear in
boulder pool habitats and over-winter in deep scour pools (mean depth 0.49 m, 1.6 ft).
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Coho
Low
Pink
Negligible
Chum
Negligible
Sockeye
Negligible
Chinook
Negligible
Dolly Varden Low
Steelhead
Low

Riparian Management Considerations
The large amount of bedrock and boulders create stable
Management concern for:
Large Wood
Low stream banks in MCXr channels, however, sideslopes are
Sediment Retention
Low very steep and extremely unstable (if not entirely
Stream Bank Stability Low composed of bedrock). Removal of trees along steep
Sideslope Sensitivity High sideslopes futher reduces stability BMPs 13.2, 13.5,
Flood Plain Protection N/A 13.9). Downstream water quality impact associated with
Culvert Fish Passage N/A mass wasting of MCXr stream sideslopes is a primary
management concern.
Precipitous sideslopes and gorge width negate these streams as crossing sites (BMPS
14.2, 14.3). However if the gorge is narrow enough with stable bedrock sides bridge
structures are possible.
These are typically classified as Class II streams. A minimum 100ft timber harvest buffer
is required along both banks (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities:
Sport Fish Potential……………..N/A
Enhancement Opportunities…….N/A
Large waterfalls are common on MCXr channels. Viewing these falls may provide a
recreational opportunity where safe access can be provided.

Large Moderate Gradient Contained Channel
Mapping Symbol: MCL
(formerly LC2)
Geographic Setting: The MCL flows
through narrow valleys situated in the
middle to lower sections of a watershed.
Hillslopes and mountainslopes compose
the valley walls and lie adjacent to the
channel. The adjacent valley floor is
consistently narrow, with little river
terrace development. Bedrock
knickpoints, short falls, cascades and
boulder runs may be present.
In channel views of MCL channels

Orthophoto of MCL: containment and
structural control evident

Typical cross-section profile.

Channel Characteristics:
Stream Class: I or II ( limited anadromous and resident species habitat)
Incision Depth: variable can be up to 20 m (13-66 ft), mean = 14m (46 ft)
Bankfull Width: ≥ 20 m (66 ft)
Dominant Substrate: coarse gravel to bedrock
Stream Bank Composition: Bedrock to mixed
Sideslope Length: variable, mean = 11m (35ft)
Sideslope Angle : mean = 78% (38°)
Associated Landforms: 40s, 60s, 51
Similar Channel Types:
MCS: width<10m
MCM: width 10 to 20m
Plant Association: Western.Hemlock/Blueberry, Mixed conifer/Blueberry,
Sitka.Spruce/Blueberry
Drainage Basin Area: 13-52km2 (5-20 mi2)
Plant Association Series
Western Hemlock
Sitka Spruce
Mountain Hemlock
Mixed Conifer
Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar
Non-forest

% cover
44%
29%
9%
8%
6%
4%

Riparian Vegetaion: The riparian plant
communities are dominated by the
Western Hemlock series, with Western
Hemlock/blueberry being the most
common plant association . The Sitka
spruce series is also significant.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: MCL channels are sediment transport systems. Moderate
gradient, well contained stream flow and large clast substrate are indicative of high
stream energy. Sediment inputs from upstream mounatianslope channels are rapidly
transported through these channels. Mass wasting along channel sideslopes is a major
on–site contributor of sediment. Sediment contributions from stream banks are of minor
significance because they are largely composed of bedrock or large rock fragments.
Cobble and coarse gravel deposits are common substrate components around boulder
clusters or large wood. Fine sediments are readily flushed through these streams.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood………..………………………2500ft3 / 1000 linear ft
Available Spawning Area (ASA)……….....Average = 11% for 10 sites
Available Rearing Area (ARA) …………...Average = 15% for 10 sites

These MCL channels are frequently accessible
to anadromous species, but often contain
barriers that block upstream fish movement.
Typically these streams get occasional use by
spawning salmonids, however, Dolly Varden
and steelhead show the most frequent use of
spawning area. These channels do have some
good rearing areas, especially in reaches with
stable large wood. Chinook salmon, Dolly
Varden, and steelhead tend to favor rearing in
MCL channels more than coho due to availability of boulder-pool habitat.
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
ARA
Coho
Moderate Moderate
Pink
Low
Negligible
Chum
Low
Negligible
Sockeye
Low
Negligible
Chinook
Low
Moderate
Dolly Varden High
High
Steelhead
Mod
Mod

Riparian Management Considerations
Large wood accumulations have limited influence on
Management concern for:
Large Wood
Low MCL channel morphology. Relatively high stream
Sediment Retention
Low energy in MCL channel types tends to displace inStream Bank Stability Low channel wood to bank areas. Total wood loading is
Sideslope Sensitivity High moderate and is composed of large diameter (45.7Flood Plain Protection N/A 76.2cm, 18-30 inches) pieces longer than 15.2 meters
Culvert Fish Passage Low (50 ft) in length. Large wood, incorporated into the
stream bed, has an important role in trapping gravel and
cobble substrate thereby providing spawning habitat.
Stream banks in MCL channels are relatively stable due to the high amounts of bedrock
and boulders incorporated into them. However, channel sideslopes are steep (75%) and
susceptible to mass erosion if disturbed by road cuts, blowdown, or timber yarding .
Riparian management should emphasize protection of unstable sideslopes (BMPs 13.5,
13.9)
Due to long, steep sideslopes adjacent to the channel, road crossings are generally not
practical along MCL channel types. Suitable crossing sites generally require multi-span
bridges. Special road location and design (BMPs 14.2, 14.3), and slope stabilization
measures (BMPs 14.7, 14.8) should be considered for these streams.
These are typically classified as Class I or II streams. A minimum 100 ft timber harvest
buffer is required along both banks (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities:
Sport Fish Potential……………..Moderate
Enhancement Opportunities…….Barrier Removal

Some sport fish opportunities usually exist near the mouth of MCL channels.
Anadromous fish can usually access the lower reaches of these streams, but barrier falls
and cascades are very common in MCL segments. Species of interest include steelhead
and cutthroat trout, coho and pink salmon, and Dolly Varden char. The best angling sites
are in scour pools below falls and chutes.
Barrier removal may be an enhancement option where sufficient high quality habitat
occurs above MCL channels and where falls are not too large or numerous to make fish
ladder projects uneconomical. An alternative to barrier removal involves the creation or
maintenance of quality resident fisheries above the barrier.

GIS Stream Layer Adjustments to the LC2
Originally the LC2 symbol was used for this channel type. Due to moderate gradient
criteria it has been re-defined as a Moderate Gradient Contained channel. Upon review of
the 25 LC2 samples in the channel type verification data, 21 or 84% meet MC process
group criteria (16 meet MCM criteria, 5 meet MCL criteria; 64% and 20% respectively).
The remaining 4 (16%) of the sample population meet LCL criteria for gradient and
bankfull width.
The channel type code MCM will be applied during the revision process as it has the
highest probability of being correct. The known sampled segments will be recoded as
listed above.

Micro Moderate Gradient Contained Channel
Mapping Symbol: MCO
Bankfull width is 0.3 to 1.5m.
Other channel characteristics similar to
MCS.
MCS management considerations are
applicable.

Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Process Group

MM PG landscape
position
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Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Process Group
These channel types are moderate gradient (2-6%) streams where sediment deposition
processes are limited. Channel banks are frequently composed of boulder of bedrock
materials that limit later channel migration and flood plain development along many
segments of these channel types. High flows are mostly contained within the active
stream channel. Riparian areas seldom extend beyond 30.5 meters (100 ft) from stream
banks.

Stream Gradient – 2 to 6 %
Hydrologic Function: sediment transport
Stream Class: I or II

Channel Types: MMO, Micro Moderate Gradient Contained
MMS, Small Moderate Gradient Contained
MMM, Medium Moderate Gradient Contained
MML, Large Moderate Gradient Contained

The MM PG spans
the step-pool to the
plane-bed
morphology types,
as described by
Montgomery and
Buffington, 1997.
.
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Table 1. Habitat Variables for Tongass NF MM Process Group.

25
50
75
25
50
75

MM
Process
Group
10.4
15.3
22.4
0.27
0.38
0.50

RPD/CBW

TKWD/M

25
50
75

0.05
0.12
0.14

PLNGTH/M

25
50
75

0.28
0.42
0.47

POOLS/KM

25
50
75

40
60
70

REL_SUBMRG

25
50
75

5.0
7.6
13.6

POOL SPACE

25
50
75

2.8
4.0
5.8

POOL_SIZE

25
50
75

0.83
1.16
1.78

Variable

WD

TLWD/M

Percentiles

Variable

D50

MM
Percentiles Process
Group
25
0.06
50
0.08
75
0.10
25
27
50
35
75
56
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Micro Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Channel
Mapping Symbol: MMO (formerly MM0)
Geographic setting: The MMO is situated in the transition area from mountainslope to
valley bottom or in the middle reaches of a drainage basin. Drainage area is small. HCO
channels may precede an MMO in the longitudinal profile of the drainage network. These
are tributary channels to the larger channels of this and other process groups.
These micro channel posses rectangular to irregular cross-sections, bank material is a
mixture of alluvial and colluvial deposits. Small bedrock knickpoints and short cascades
or falls may be present.
:

Channel Characteristics
Incision Depth:
Bankfull Width:
Bankfull Depth:
Width/Depth Ratio:
Dominant Substrate:
Stream Bank Composition:
Sideslope Length/Angle:
Associated Landform:
Riparian Vegetation:
Stream Class:

< 2m
approximately 0.3 to 1.5 m
no data
no data
fine gravel to small rubble
Mixture of alluvium and colluvium
no data
40s, 50s and 60s
Western Hemlock/Blueberry, Sitka Spruce/Blueberry,
Mixed conifer series
I or II
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Typical landscape position for MM0 channels. Situated on transition slopes between
mountainslopes and valley bottom. Associated with micro High Gradient channels.
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Small Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Channel
Mapping Symbol: MMS (formerly MM1)
Geograhic setting: The MMS is situated in the middle reaches of a drainage basin.
Drainage area is small. High Gradient Contained Upper Valley (HCV) channels may
precede an MMS in the drainage network. MMS channels may be tributary to or
transform into MMM, MML or FPS channels.
These channel posses rectangular to irregular cross-sections, bank material is a mixture of
alluvial and colluvial deposits. Small bedrock knickpoints and short cascades or falls may
be present.
Composite Channel Cross-section, average bankfull width and depth, and sideslope
angle for the MMS channel type.

Wbf – 17ft (5.2m), ID – 13ft (4 m)
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AF
FP

HC

Landscape position of a MMS channel. Mid to upper valley bottom locations are
typical.
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Channel Characteristics:
Stream Gradient:
Incision Depth:
Bankfull Width:
Dominant Substrate:
Stream Bank Composition:
Sideslope Length/Angle:
Associated Landforms:
Plant Association:
Stream Class:

2 to 6%
≤4 m (13 ft)
1.5 to 10 m (5-33 ft)
Fine gravel to large rubble (cobble)
Mixture of alluvium and colluvium
< 50 m/14%
40s, 50s, 60s
WesternHemlock/Blueberry, Sitka Spruce/Blueberry,
Mixed conifer series
I or II
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MMS cross-section profile from Lower Zim Creek.
Bed profile

Lower Zim MMS 2006

Bankfull elev
Water surface elev

103.0

elevation (m)

102.0

101.0

100.0

99.0

98.0
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

stream bed distance (m )

Plant Association Series

% cover
MMS MMSh
Western Hemlock
30%
---Sitka Spruce
29%
9%
Mixed Conifer
14%
3%
Non-forested
12%
62%
Mountain Hemlock
6%
7%
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar 6%
3%
Shore Pine
--9%
Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood
--7%

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian
plant associations for the MMS
channel type are dominated by the
Western Hemlock series. Non-forested
Stika alder and willow shrub
communities dominate the MMSh
phase.

Channel Type Phase:
MMSh – Shrub Phase is typically situated in the upper valley reaches of a
watershed. Snow avalanche slopes are proximal to this channel. Riparian
vegetation consists of brush species (Sitka alder and willow). Rearing capability
for this phase is less than is typical for this channel type due to a lack of rearing
habitat associated with large wood.
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Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: MMS channels transport sediment. Sediment inputs come from
upstream, high gradient, contained tributaries. Stream energy is moderate due to channel
gradient and flow containment is provided by stable alluvial/colluvial banks. Most fine
sediment is readily transported through these streams to downstream reaches. Large
woody debris volume is substantial, but has only moderate retention capability of sand
and gravel size sediment in these reaches.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood……….………………………4000 ft3 / 1000 linear ft.
Available Spawning Area (ASA)………....Average = 11% for 68 sites
Available Rearing Area (ARA) …………. Average = 18% for 68 sites
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA ARA
Coho
Mod Mod
Pink
Mod Neg
Chum
Mod Neg
Sockeye
Low Neg
Chinook
Low Low
Dolly Varden High High
Steelhead
Low Low

MMS channels are generally accessible to anadromous
fish species. Downstream barriers account for most cases
where access is restricted. Occasionally barriers occur at
bedrock falls within MMS streams. These channels are
used by spawning Dolly Varden char, coho, and, to a
lesser degree, by pink and chum spawners. MMS
channels next to lakes provide moderate quality spawning
habitat for sockeye salmon and steelhead trout. Rearing
coho and Dolly Varden char frequently use these
channels. Over-wintering habitat is available where in-channel woody debris is abundant.
Riparian Management Considerations
Large wood volume is relatively high in MMS
Management concern for:
Large wood
Moderate channel types. The large wood plays an important
Sediment retention
Moderate role in trapping cobble and gravel substrate used by
Stream bank stability Moderate spawning fish, and in the formation of pool habitat
for rearing fish.
Sideslope sensitivity
Low
Flood Plain protection Moderate
Stream banks are composed mostly of coarsely
Culvert fish passage
High
textured alluvial and colluvial sediments that are
only moderately sensitive to disturbance. Stream bank vegetation does play an important
role in bank stabilization (BMP 14.14).
Upstream migration of fish is a major concern when planning of stream crossing
structures. Moderate channel gradients (3% average) make it difficult to maintain adult or
juvenile salmonid passage through culvert structures (BMP 14.17). Control of in-channel
operations is also an important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP
14.14).
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Stream Class: These are classified as Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber
harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform
Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities:
Sport Fish Potential……………..Low
Enhancement Opportunities…….Large Wood Placement
Placement of large wood structures in MMS channel types is a viable option for
improving rearing habitat. Enhancement objectives should focus on creating deep pools
that could provide over-winter rearing habitat. Creation of additional rearing area should
be in proportion to the spawning habitat available upstream.
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Medium Width Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Channel
Mapping Symbol: MMM (formerly MM2)
Geograhic setting: MMM channels are found in the middle to lower portion of moderate
size drainage basins. These channel types are often confined by mountain slope,
footslope, and hillslope landforms, but can develop narrow flood plains. Bedrock
knickpoints with cascades of falls may be present.

Wbf – 46ft (14m), ID – 6.5ft (2m)
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Channel Type Characteristics
Stream Gradient:
2 to 6%
Incision Depth:
≤4 m (13 ft)
Bankfull Width:
10 to 20m (33-66 ft)
Dominant Substrate:
Coarse gravel to small boulders
Stream Bank Composition: Mixture of alluvium, colluvium, bedrock
Sideslope Length:
Variable
Sideslope Angle:
< 20%
Associated LandForms:
30s,40s,50s, 60s
Plant Association:
Sitka Spruce/Blueberry,
WesternHemlock/Blueberry/Devil’s Club
Channel Pattern:
single, moderately sinuous
Drainage basin area:
5 -13 km2 (2-5 mi2)
Stream Class:
I or II

Landscape
position of
MMM channels.
Mid to Upper
valley bottom. In
this example HC
and LC channels
are adjacent.
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Plant Association Series

%cover
MMM MMMw
Sitka Spruce
48%
10%
Western Hemlock
26%
14%
Non-forest
13%
67%
Mixed Conifer
6%
--Mountain Hemlock
4%
4%
Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood --4%

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian
plant communities for the MMM
channel type are dominated by the Sitka
Spruce series and the Western Hemlock
series. Non-forested Sitka alder and
willow plant communities are dominant
in the MMMw phase.

Channel Type Phases:
MMMh- Shrub Phase is typically adjacent
to steep mountianslopes subject to extensive
snow avalanche activity. Riparian vegetation
consists mainly of disturbance species, alder
and salmonberry. Large woody debris
volume is comparatively low in this phase,
therefore, fish habitat may be lower.

MMMw-Wetland Phase (formerly muskeg
phase) is typically associated with glacially
scoured lowland landforms. Riparian vegetation
consists of mixed conifer scrub forest and
muskeg bog species.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic function: MMM channels function as sediment transport systems. These
channels have moderate stream energy. Fine sediment is rapidly moved through the
MMM channels. Large woody debris accumulations are extensive and help retain coarse
gravels, some of which will be mobilized during high flow events. Significant stream
bank erosion and lateral channel migration can occur during high flow periods.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood……….………………………7000 ft3 / 1000 linear ft.
Available Spawning Area (ASA)………....Average = 12% for 33 sites
Available Rearing Area (ARA) …………. Average = 10% for 33 sites
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MMM channels are generally accessible to anadromous
fish species, with several species of spawners using the
moderate amounts of available spawning area (ASA).
These channels have moderate amounts of rearing area
which are used by coho, Dolly Varden chare, and
steelhead juveniles. Pools are relatively deep (mean pool
depth = 0.41meters, 1.34 feet) and are highly dependent
on large woody debris. Over-wintering habitat is
primarily associated with these pools. When located next
to accessible lakes, these channels provide good quality
spawning for sockeye salmon and steelhead trout.
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA ARA
Coho
Mod Low
Pink
Mod Neg
Chum
Mod Neg
Sockeye
Low Neg
Chinook
High Low
Dolly Varden High High
Steelhead
High Low

Riparian Management Considerations
Large wood has significant influence on channel
morphology and fish habitat. Large wood volume is
generally high. Large wood accumulations form
pool and stream bank rearing habitat, as well as
stabilize spawning substrate behind log steps.
Maintenance of large wood sources is an important
management concern (BMP 12.6).

Management concern for:
Large wood
High
Sediment retention
Moderate
Stream bank stability High
Sideslope sensitivity
Low
Flood Plain protection Moderate
Culvert fish passage High

Stream banks are composed primarily of unconsolidated cobble and gravel size materials,
therefore, stream bank sensitivity is rated high. The volume and energy of flood
discharge in MMM channels are the major factors affecting bank erosion. Disturbance of
stream side vegetation root mats may contribute to accelerated channel scour and lateral
channel migration (BMPs 13.16, 14.17).
Flood plains associated with MMM channel types are generally narrow, however, side
channels and flood overflow channels are commonly found along MMM reaches. Flood
plain stability can be a concern in these uncontained channel segments (BMPs 12.6, 13.8,
14.14).
There is a high level of concern for providing fish passage through road crossing
structures (BMP 14.17). Bridges are generally the appropriate stream crossing structures
for MMM channels. Culvert installations on these streams will not generally meet
anadromous fish passage requirements. In addition, heavy woody debris loading and
bedload sediment transport in MMM channels pose a serious risk to culvert and bridge
maintenance (BMP 14.20).
Stream Class: These are typically Class I and II streams. A minimum 100ft timber
harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform
Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities:
Sport Fish Potential……………..Low
Enhancement Opportunities…….Large Wood Placement
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Much of the usable fish habitat in MMM channel segments is keyed to large woody
debris. Riparian management should emphasize future recruitment of large woody debris.
Insertion of large wood structures is an enhancement option.
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Large Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Channel
Mapping Symbol: MML
Geographic setting: MML channels are found in the middle to lower portion of
moderate size drainage basins. These channel types are often confined by mountain slope,
footslope, and hillslope landforms, but can develop narrow flood plains. Bedrock
knickpoints with cascades of falls may be present.

Bankull channel width is greater than 20m (66ft). Currently only 5 samples of this
channel type are in the original channel type verification data base. These were initially
classified as MM2 channel types.
The MMM management considerations will be applied to this new channel type until
specific management considerations are developed based on field survey data.
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Palustrine Process Group

Channels within this process group are very low gradient (< 1 %) and associated with low
relief landforms and wetlands. Water movement is slow and sediment transport is low.
These channels trap and store fine organic and inorganic sediments. Channel banks are
generally stable and flood plain depositional features such as gravel bars are infrequent.
Riparian area size is highly variable and may encompass very large wetlands. Palustrine
wetlands as described by the National Wetland Inventory are associated with this process
group. These wetlands include bogs, fens, marshes and forested wetland swamps, and are
dominated by persistent plants, mosses, shrubs, lichens and trees.
Stream gradient: less than 1 %
Sediment function: Storage
Stream class: I or II

Channel Types:
PAO – Micro Palustrine Channel
PAS – Small Palustrine Channel
PAM – Medium Palustrine Channel
PAL – Large Palustrine Channel
PAH – Groundwater Fed Slough
PAG - Glacial Backwater Slough
PAB – Beaver Dam/Pond Channel

NWI wetland Types associated with PA channels:
PSS – shrub swamp
PEM – emergent marsh, fen or wet meadow
PFO – forested or wooded swamp
PML – moss or lichen wetland
PUB - Pond

Micro Palustrine Channel
Map Symbol: PAO
The PAO, is a narrow low gradient, placid flow, bog or fen channel, often adjacent to
flood plain channels. When in proximity to FP channels provides rearing habitat to
salmonids and refuge during high flow events.

Figure 1. Typcial PAO landscape position,
between footslope and valley bottom flood
plain, associated with PFO and PEM
wetlands.

Channel Characteristics:
Bankfull Width: 0.3 to 1.5 m
Bankfull Depth: 0.5 m
Width/Depth Ratio: 3/1
Dominant Substrate: Organic
muck/silt to fine gravel
Stream Bank Composition:
Organic material
Sideslope Length/Angle: n/a
Associated Landform: 61, 62,
40s,
Riparian Vegetation: Nonforested -Alder, sedge
Fish Habitat provides some anadromous rearing habitat and is consists of:
Pool -62%, Glide-35 %, Riffle -3 %
Stream Class: I or II
Large Wood is not significant.

Small Palustrine Channel
Map symbol: PAS (formerly PA1)
A low gradient, placid flow, sinuous, lowland or wetland channel. NWI wetlands types
PEM, PFO, and PSS are commonly associated.
Figure 2. Typical
landscape position of
PAS channels is in
valley bottom or
lowlands. PSS, PEM and
PFO wetland types are
associated. (Orthophoto of
Goose Ck, Chichagof IslandGamma Tenakee Inlet
Frontage.)

Typical PAS crosssection, bankfull width,
flat lowland location.

Figure 3. PAS channel in sedge wetland. Note smooth surface, deep trough bed form.

Channel Characteristics:
Bankfull Width: 1.5 to to 10 m (5-33 ft)
Dominant Substrate: Organic silt to very fine gravel
Stream Bank Composition: Alluvium and/or organic mat
Sideslope Length and Angle: Not significant
Associated Landforms: 61, 62, 40s
Plant Association: Nonforested - sedge, sphagnum, and sweet gale
Phases: PASv, forested wetland dominates riparian area.
Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominated by nonforested
sedgem, sphagnum, and sweet gale bog plant communities. The western hemlock series,
mountain hemlock/blueberry series , and shore pine series share dominance in th PASv
pahse with nonforested plant communities being of some significance.
Plant Association Series

% cover
PAS PASV
Non forest
72% 16%
Shore Pine
9% 24%
Western Hemlock
7% 22%
Sitka Spruce
6% 12%
Mountain Hemlock/Blueberry --23%

Channel Type Phases:
PASv- Scrub Forest Phase: Riparian
vegetation interspersed with patches of
muskeg or shrub (Sitka alder and shore
pine) plant communities.

Management Considerations

Hydrologic Function: PAS channels are sediment storage reaches. Stream energy is
low, therefore, organic silt, sand and very fine gravel size sediments are retained.
Streamflow and chemistry is influenced by runoff from extensive peat bogs. Dark tea
coloration and high tannic acid concentration is characteristic of palustrine streams.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large wood……….………………….< 500 ft3 per 1000 linear feet
Available spawning area (ASA)…….. insufficient data
Availabel rearing area (ARA)……….. insufficient data
Indicator Species Ratings
MIS
ASA
Coho
Low
Pink
Negligible
Chum
Negligible
Sockeye
Low
Chinook
Negligible
Dolly Varden Low
Steelhead
Negligible

ARA
High
Negligible
Negligible
Moderate
Negligible
High
Negligible

These channels are moderately accessible to
anadromous fish. ASA is low because of the
extremely fine substrate (7% fine gravel, 24%
sand and 69% silt and organic muck). Coho
slamon and Dolly Varden char will spawn in
patches of gravel and sand. Sockeye slamon
will spawn in sand and muck where upwelling
groundwater provides adequate supply of
dissloved oxygen to the redds. Coho salmon and Dolly Varden char frequently, and
sockeye occasionally, rear in these channels. Lare amountsof deep pooled water (mean
depth = 0.7meter{2.3ft}, 51% of active water), in conjunction with cover from
overhanging stream bank vegetation, provide high ARA. Thes echanels probably provide
little overwintering habitat unless flowing from a lake source or a spring fed tributaty.
Riparian Management Considerations
Management Concern :
Large Wood
Low
Sediment Retention
High
Stream Bank Sensitivity
Low
Sideslope Stability
N/A
Flood Plain Protection Needed Moderate
Culvert-Fish Passage
Moderate

Sediment retention is very high in
palustrine channels. However, lack of
spawning habitat generally make these
channels less sensitve to sedimentation
impacts than flood plain channels.
Stream banks are composed of dense
organic root mats that are resistant to
erosion. However, bank degradation can coour from heavyfoot traffic (BMP 16.1).
Fish access is fothen a concern in PAS channel segments. Culverts laid at streamgrade
should not be barriers to juvenile fish passage (BMP 14.17).
Management prescriptions should emphasize wetland protection and contorl of potential
erosion sources (BMPs 12.5,13.16).
These are classified as Stream Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest
buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).

Control of inchannel operations is an important riparian management concern for these
streams (BMP 14.14).
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential……………Moderate
Enhancement Opportunities….. Beaver Introduction
Some resident sport fish opportunities exist in may PAS segments. Species of interest
include Dolly Varden and cutthroat trout. Streams adjacent to lakes and large beaver
poonds may hav every good angling.
Beaver colonization could expand rearing habitat capability in these channels.

Medium Width Palustrine Channel
Map Symbol: PAM
A moderately wide, deep, placid flow lowland or wetland channel. This channel can be
associated with pond and lake outlets.

Typical watershed landscape position for PAM channels.

PAM channel
associated with PEM
and PSS wetlands.

Typical PAM
cross-section
profile.

Channel Characteristics
Bankfull Width: 10-20m (33-66 ft)
Dominant Substrate: Organic silt, sand, fine gravel
Stream Bank Composition: Alluvium/organic mat
Sideslope Length and Angle: Not significant
Associated Landforms: 60s, 53
Plant Association: Nonforested, Shore Pine/crowberry and Sitka Spruce
Riparian Vegetation
Plant Association Series
Non-forest
Shore Pine
Sitka Spruce
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar

% Cover
40%
24%
20%
13%

The riparian plant communities are
dominated by non-forested sedge and
sphagnum bog communities and the shore
pine/crowberry plant association.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: PAM channels are sediment storage sinks consisting of glide flow
extensions from valley bottom lakes, or wide, low velocity glides associated with
wetlands. Palustrine areas are normally associated with PAM channels, therefore, the
substrate contains a large percentage of organic silt. Due to flat gradient, stream energy is
very low. Little stream bank erosion occurs during high flow events due to the flow
attenuation capacity of the associated lakes or wetlands.

Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Wood……………………….2700 ft3 per 1000 linear feet
Available Spawning Area (ASA)… no data
Available Rearing Area (ARA)..… no data
Indicator Species Rating
MIS
ASA
Coho salmon
Low
Pink salmon
Negligible
Chum salmon
Negligible
Sockeye salmon
Moderate
Chinook salmon
Negligible
Dolly Varden char Low
Steelhead
Negligible

These channels are frequently accessible
to anadromous species. Available
spawning area (ASA) is low due to placid
flow and substrate that is predominately
gravel, sand, and silt/muck. Coho and
Dolly Varden will spawn in scattered
pockets of gravel and sand. In addition,
sockeye will spawn on a sand and muck
bottom, however, most spawning takes
place in areas of upwelling groundwater, which tends to offset the substrate deficiencies.
ARA
High
Negligible
Negligible
Moderate
Negligible
High
Negligible

Riparian Management Considerations
Large woody debris sources are highly variable in
PAM channels. Most large woody debris
recruitment occurs from beaver activity or large
wood that floats in from upstream reaches or lake
shores. Retention time of large woody debris in
these channels is high. Accumulations of large
woody debris provide added cover and protection
for rearing fish.

Management Concern for:
Large Wood
Moderate
Sediment Retention
High
Stream Bank Stability Low
Sideslope Sensitivity N/A
Flood Plain Protection Moderate
Culvert/Fish Passage Low

Sediment retention is very high in these channels. Due to naturally high concentrations of
fines in PAM channels, it is difficult to assess cumulative effects of sediment from
upstream activities.
Stream banks are composed of organic soils held together by dense root mates that are
resistant to erosion by the low velocity stream flows. Disturbances to stream bank
vegetation (heavy foot traffic) may break down channel banks making them susceptible
to sloughing (BMP 16.1).
These channels are associated with important wetland/flood plain complexes that
function to moderate runoff, store sediment, and bank nutrients. Protection of wetland
functions and values is an important management consideration for these streams (BMP
12.4-12.6).
PAM channels are classified as Stream Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber
harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform
Act, 1991). Control of in-channel operations is an important riparian management
concern for these streams (BMP 14.14)

Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential………….Moderate
Enhancement Opportunities…Beaver introduction, fry stocking, large wood placement
Sport fish opportunities are often good in PAM channels, with the best fishing generally
being associated wit lake inlets and outlets. Species of primary interest are Dolly Varden,
cutthroat, and sockeye. Small boat access, particularly from lakes, is usually good.
Encouragement of beaver colonization or the addition of large woody debris can
significantly enhance rearing habitat associated with PAM channels.

Large Palustrine Channel
Map Symbol: PAL
Characteristics of this channel type are similar to the Moderate Width Palustrine
Channel
Bankfull width is greater than 20m (66 ft).
Approximately 10% of the PAS and PAM channel type verification sites in the CTV
database will be reclassified as PAL.

Groundwater Fed Slough - Map Symbol: PAH (formerly PA3)
Glacial Backwater Slough – Map Symbol: PAG (formerly PA4)
.
Geographic Setting: Mainland glacial outwash flood plains. These channel types may be
active side channels or occupy relic braided channels. If the channel is recharged by clear
groundwater it is labeled a PAH, if not and glacial silt turbidity is evident then it is
labeled a PAG. These channels are often associated with PEM, PSS and EM wetland
types.

PAH

Typical PAH or PAG
cross-section.

Berners River
area on
mainland,
north of
Juneau. PSS
(shrub
swamp),
PEM
(emergent
marsh), PFO
(forested
wetland) and
adjacent to
braided GOL,
(Riverine
wetland).

PAH

In-channel
views of PAH.
Sitka Spruce
riparian
vegetation

PAG in-channel view.
Willow dominates riparian
area.

Channel Characteristics
Bankfull width: variable, range is 5 to 33 meters (17-107 ft)
Dominant Substrate: silt to fine gravel
Stream bank composition: alluvium and organic mat
Sideslope length and angle: not significant
Channel pattern: singular, low velocity flow
Drainage area: variable
Riparian vegetation
The riparian plant community is dominated by
non-forest plant communities with the Sitka
Spruce series also being significant. Nonforested plant communities are dominated by
willow, Sitka alder, salmonberry, and Devil’s
Club shrub communities.

Plant Association Series
Non-forest
Sitka Spruce
Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood

% Cover
80%
16%
4%

Management Considerations
Hydrologic function: PAG and PAH channels store sediment. Flow velocity is very
sluggish and is controlled by backwater from main river channels. Bed substrate is
composed of fine silt.
Aquatic Habitat Capability
Large Woody Debris……………. Less than 500 ft3 per 1000 linear feet
Available Spawning Area……….. N/A
Available Rearing Area…………. Average = 91% for 11 sites surveyed
Indicator Species Ratings
PAG and PAH channels are often accessible
MIS
ASA
ARA
to anadromous species, but occasionally
Coho
Low
High
maybe physically isolated from the stream
Pink
Negligible Negligible
network. The combination of low velocity
Chum
Negligible Negligible
flow and fine substrate renders spawning
Sockeye-PAG Low
High
capability insignificant, although coho,
Sockeye-PAH Mod
High
sockeye salmon, and Dolly Varden may have
Chinook-PAG Negligible Low
some success in isolated patches of gravel.
Chinook-PAH Low
Moderate
Coho and sockeye salmon will frequently rear
Dolly Varden Low
Low
in these channels. Sockeye will spawn more
Steelhead
Negligible Negligible
frequently in the PAH as there is active
groundwater upwelling. Chinook salmon may rear temporarily in these sloughs, if
accessible from large mainstem channels. Over-wintering habitat can be significant if
groundwater in-flow is present. Pool area is 66% of the channel with an average mean
depth of 0.61 meters (2.0 feet).

Riparian Management Considerations
Management Concern for:
Large wood sources are highly variable in these
Large wood- PAG
Low
Large wood – PAH
Moderate channels. However large wood retention is higher
in the PAH channel. Large wood provides cover
Sediment retention
High
Stream bank stability Moderate and protection for rearing fish. Sediment retention
is high. These channels may also function as long
Sideslope sensitivity
N/A
term sediment sinks when cut off from the main
Flood plain protection High
flood plain side channels. Increased sedimentation
Culvert fish passage
N/A
will likely have minor effects on spawning
capabilities, due to a lack of usable spawning gravels.
Stream banks are moderately sensitive to disturbance due to a high percentage of fine
unconsolidated alluvium (BMP 12.6, 13.16, 14.17). Stream banks may be composed of
organic soils held together by dense root mats that are resistant to erosion. Disturbances
to the stream bank vegetation (heavy foot traffic) may break down channel banks making
them susceptible to sloughing.

These channels are often associated with extensive floodplain/wetland complexes. The
adjacent riparian areas function as sediment and nutrient sinks, and are important buffers
against extreme flood flows. Protection of these values and functions should be a primary
management emphasis (BMPs 12.4, 12.6)
PAG and PAH channels are classified as Stream Class I. A minimum 100 foot timber
harvest buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform
Act, 1991). Control of in-channel operations is an important riparian management
concern for these streams (BMP 14.14)
Riparian Management Opportunities
PAG Sport fish potential…………..Low
PAH Sport fish potential…………..Moderate
PAG Enhancement opportunities….Spawning channels
PAH Enhancement opportunities…..Beaver introduction, fry stocking, large wood
placement
Provided that the rearing habitat is not at its carrying capacity, construction of spawning
channels adjacent to PAG channels may increase fish production. Floodplain gravels and
near-surface groundwater are key features often associated with PAH channels, making
them potentially suitable for spawning channel projects.
PAH channels offer good sport fishing opportunities, with the best fishing being
associated with lake inlets and outlets. Species of primary interest are Dolly Varden,
cutthroat and sockeye.
Encouragement of beaver colonization or the addition of large wood can significantly
enhance rearing habitat in PAH channels.

Beaver Dam/Pond Palustrine Channel
Map Symbol: PAB (formerly PA5)
Geomorphic Setting: PAB channels are found on valley bottom floodplains and low
relied landforms. Beaver impoundments are the most dominant feature.

PAB situated in
valley bottom, PFO
and PEM wetlands
are adjacent.

Pond in a PAB, placid
flow.

Dead tree zone,
common in a PAB
channel.

Channel characteristics
Bankfull width: variable, can be greater than 30 m (100 ft)
Domiant substrate: Organic silt to sand
Stream bank composition: Organic material
Sideslope length and angle: N/A
Channel pattern: ponded area, glide flow

Actively maintained
beaver dam, creates pond
in a flood plain channel.

Riparian Vegetation
Plant Association Series
% Cover
Non-forest
31%
Sitka Spruce
20%
Shore Pine
17%
Mixed Conifer
13%
Western Hemlock-Red Cedar
8%

The riparian area is dominated by nonforested plant communities, with the Sitka
Spruce series and shore pine series also
being significant. The non-forested plant
communities are dominated by sedge and
sphagnum bog communities.

Management Considerations
Hydrologic Function: The PAB channel is a sediment sink. Silt, sand and fine gravel are
effectively trapped by these channel reaches. Typically the PAB channels occure when
valley flood plain channels (FPS, FPM) or palustrine channels (PAS, PAM) are worked
by beavers. Flood peaks tend to be attenuated by these streams. Substantial sediment
loads may be delivered to downstream reaches in the wake of a beaver dam burst.
Indicator Species Ratings
These channels are moderately accessible to
anadromous species. Spawning is limited by
the sand, silt and organic muck substrate.
Sockeye salmon do spawn near areas of
groundwater upwelling. PAB channels provide
good rearing habitat for coho, sockeye salmon,
and Dolly Varden char. Good over-wintering
habitat is provided in the deep pools (mean
depth = 0.55 meters, 1.8 ft, and 78% of active
water).

MIS
Coho
Pink
Chum
Sockeye
Chinook
Dolly Varden
Steelhead

ASA
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible
Low
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

ARA
High
Negligible
Negligible
High
Negligible
High
Negligible

Riparian Management Considerations
The woody debris associated with beaver dam
Concern for Management for:
complexes provides extensive areas of cover for
Large Wood
Low
juvenile fish. In addition, these beaver dam
Sediment retention
High
complexes greatly increase production of
Stream bank sensitivity Low
invertebrates, upon which the juvenile fish feed.
Sideslope sensitivity
N/A
Flood plain protection Moderate
Sediment retention is very high in PAB channels.
Culvert fish passage
N/A
These channels can buffer downstream sediment
transport. Sedimentation behind beaver ponds gradually reduces available rearing habitat
in these channels.
These channels are associated with important wetland/flood plain complexes. The PAB
channel stores sediment and nutrients, and buffers flows from extreme runoff events.
Protection of wetlands functions and values is an important management consideration in
PAB channel types (BMP 12.4-12.6).
PAB channels are classified as Stream Class I. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest
buffer is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991).
Riparian Management Opportunities
Sport Fish Potential……………..High
Enhancement Opportunities…….Beaver introduction, fry stocking
PAB channels provide good sport fishing opportunities especially when these channels
are tributary to large flood plain rivers. Primary species of interest include Dolly Varden
char and cutthroat trout.
Provided that they are not at carrying capacity, PAB channels can be stocked with fry to
increase production. Beaver populations should be managed to maintain optimum fish
rearing capability and sufficient food source for beaver.

Riparian Management Concerns
CT

Large
Wood

Sediment
Retention

ESO
ESSf/g
ESSc
ESM
ESL

Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate
High
High

PAO
PAS
PAM
PAL
PAB
PAG
PAH
FPO
FPS
FPM
FPL
FPB
FPE

Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate

High
High
High
Moderate
Low

GAF
GES
GOB
GOC
GOL
GOM
GOS
GSC

Low
Low
Moderate
n/a
Moderate
Low

AFM
AFH

High
Moderate

LCS
LCM
LCL

Low
Low

MMS
MMM
MML

Moderate
High
High

MCS
MCM
MCL

Low
Moderate
Low

Moderate

Stream Bank
Sideslope
Sensitivity
Sensitivity
Estuarine Process Group
No Data

High
Moderate
High
High

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Flood Plain
Protection

Culvert Fish
Passage

Moderate
Moderate
High
High

Moderate
High
n/a
n/a

Palustrine Process Group
No Data
High
Low
n/a
Moderate
High
Low
n/a
Moderate
No Data
High
Low
n/a
Moderate
High
Moderate
n/a
High
High
Moderate
n/a
High
Flood Plain Process Group
No Data
High
Moderate
n/a
Moderate
High
High
n/a
High
High
High
n/a
High
High
High
n/a
Moderate
High
High
n/a
Moderate
Glacial Outwash Process Group
Low
High
n/a
High
High
High
n/a
High
Low
High
n/a
High
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Low
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Moderate
No Data
Low
High
n/a
High
Alluvial Fan Process Group
High
High
n/a
High
Moderate
High
n/a
High
Low Gradient Contained Process Group
No Data
Low
Low
Moderate
n/a
Low
Low
Moderate
n/a
Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Process Group
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Moderate
High
Low
Moderate
Moderate
High
Low
Moderate
Moderate Gradient Contained Process Group
Low
Low
Low
n/a
Low
Low
High
n/a
Low
Low
High
n/a

Moderate
Low
n/a
n/a
n/a

Moderate
High
High
Low
Moderate
n/a
High
n/a
n/a
n/a
Low
Moderate
High
Low

Low
Low
High
High
High
Low
Low
Low

Riparian Management Concerns
Large
Wood

Sediment
Retention

Stream Bank
Sensitivity

Sideslope
Sensitivity

Flood Plain
Protection

Culvert
Fish
Passage

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Low
Low
Low
Low

CT
HCO
HCL
HCM
HCD
HCV

Low
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

High Gradient Contained Process Group
No Data
Low
Low
Low
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
High
Low
Moderate
Mod-High

Management Indicator Species Ratings
Coho

Pink

Chum

Sockeye

Chinook

CT

Dolly
Varden

Steelhead

ASA ARA ASA ARA ASA ARA ASA ARA ASA ARA ASA ARA ASA ARA
Estuarine Process Group
No Data

ESO
ESSf

N

H

N

N

N

L

N

L

N

N

N

N

N

N

ESSg

H

H

H

H

H

L

N

N

N

N

M

M

N

N

ESSc

M

L

L

L

L

L

N

N

N

N

M

M

N

N

ESM

H

L

H

H

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

ESL

H

L

H

H

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Palustrine Process Group
No Data

PAO
PAS

L

H

N

N

N

N

L

M

N

N

L

H

N

N

PAM

L

H

N

N

N

N

M

M

N

N

L

H

N

N

No Data

PAL
PAG

L

H

N

N

N

N

L

H

N

L

L

M

N

N
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ASA – Available Spawning Area
ARA – Available Rearing Area
H = High, L = Low, M = Moderate, N = Negligible

